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Abstract 
The B lack American male has had to face and endure many physical, emotional, 
and psychological hardships since his ancestors arrived in this country as s laves. One of 
those hardships has been h is  constant status as a second-class c i t izen. Throughout h i s  
h istory in America, the  B lack male  has  received unequal pay, unequal j ustice, unequal 
medical care, unequal treatment, and unequal education. Yet, despite the c ircumstances 
and the odds, there have been B lack males who have achieved in many fields .  However, 
even today, in  the field of education, achieving academical ly i s  not an endeavor most 
B lack males pursue. 
VI 
This study investigated some factors that can influence some B lack males to 
achieve academical ly .  I t  was modeled after a 1993 study done by Drs. James McMi l l an 
and Daisy Reed, professors at Virginia Commonwealth University. The McMi l l an & 
Reed study ' s  topic was resi l i ence, which is a group of certain individual characterist ics 
that help individuals overcome at r isk (of  school fai l ure) c ircumstances. That study and 
this one were conducted as qual i tative research .  For this study, II Black boys of  middle 
school  age and grade were interviewed to ascertain how they general ly functioned as 
students in  school  and as individuals .  Also, they were questioned about their fami l ies and 
friends. Several professional educators were also interviewed to get their perceptions 
about adolescent B l ack males'  academic achievement. 
vii 
The two sets of data, as well as the interviewer tapes and notes were coded, 
compared, and analyzed. The results were interesting in that this particular group of boys 
all possessed some resilient traits, they all liked school, and they felt that schooling was 
important to their futures. These boys were students who had perfonlled well in 
elementary school but were not presently distinguishing themselves academically. The 
educators displayed valuable insights and knowledge in recognizing what helps Black 
males achieve in school. Their experiences in working with at risk students have aligned 
their thinking with that of the many researchers that have investigated this problem. 
This study revealed that the boys who participated collectively possessed several 
resilient traits which previous research has shown to be related to success in schools. As 
well, this study highlighted that possession of these traits by these boys was not 
necessarily a predictor of academic achievement nor was living in at risk circumstances 
necessarily a predictor of academic failure. The boys in this study enjoyed school, 
occasionally making good grades in certain subjects, and collectively had very good daily 
attendance. Also, this sample understood those negative behaviors and influences that 
prevented other boys from being academically successful but did not apply this 
understanding to themselves. 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
Background of Study 
There is a d istinct and wel l-documented disadvantage growing up and belonging to 
the B lack race in America. Many ethnic  groups tend to experience various d i fficult ies in  
ass imi lat ing i nto American society, but  B lack Americans, although they have been i n  the 
United States since the 1 600's ,  have the greatest d i fficulty, especia l ly B l ack males. The 
condit ion of  B lack males i n  America i s  becoming a constant research top ic .  Researchers 
and writers such as Court land C. Lee, ( 1 996), Jawanza Kunjufu, ( 1 982 ,  1 98 8 ), Wi l l i am L. 
Jenkins, ( 1 990),  M ichael Porter, ( 1 997) ,  Henry Louis Gates, ( 1 997 )  and many others have 
i nvestigated the condit ion of B l ack males in America .  
H istorica l ly ,  B lack males have had many chal lenges s ince being brought to this 
country as s lave labor i n  the 1 600's .  These chal l enges have been physical ,  psychological, 
emotional ,  spiritual, and soc ia l .  From the physical beatings, castrations and degradat ion 
of  s lavery, to the d isrespect to their manhood by J im Crow laws and practices, the 
message was sent to B l ack males that they were unwanted. Although segregation i n  
schools,  restaurants, and other publ ic fac i l i t ies has  been e l iminated and  l egi s lat ion has 
been enacted to protect c iv i l  rights, these actions have not completely al leviated the 
d i sadvantages experienced by America 's  B lack male population.  Little noticed witnesses 
to the d isrespect and deprivation of  B lack males are young B lack boys, who are seeing 
their future p layed out before them. 
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Even though legis lat ive and j udic ia l  victories such as the C iv i l  Rights Act, the 
Brown decis ion, the Voting Rights Act and the revocation of  segregation laws and 
practices have gone far toward protecting the rights and l ibert ies of  all Americans, there is 
sti l l  a subtle but effective message communicated to B lack males that they are not 
accepted as ful l  part ic ipants in  American society. This i s  true even though there are some 
B lack men who do become productive and responsible c i t izens. 
One area where there has been some progress and some maj or success i s  in the fie ld  
of  educat ion.  There are many B lack male  teachers, professors, researchers, 
admin istrators, and writers throughout America ' s  educational establ i shment. However, 
many of  these B lack males are not involved in elementary schools where young B l ack 
boys receive their in i t ial introduction into the larger society .  Young boys are very 
impressionab le  and w i l l ing to learn. They bring enthusiasm to the c l assroom, trust their 
teachers, and display a wi l l i ngness to p lease ( Kunjufu, 1 982) .  Yet, young boys have l i tt le 
interact ion with males because most men in  education are at the secondary or post 
secondary levels .  
This  writer i s  one of  those who have served in the pub l i c  schools ,  mainly at the 
secondary l evel . However, over many years this writer has observed through reading 
student records and ta lking to parents that many B lack boys lose their enthusiasm for 
school and school ing between the end of the third grade and the middle of the sixth grade 
when educational and social problems begin to man ifest themselves ( Lee, 1 996) .  Many 
times a situation arose with a student that was compl icated and the possib le  solutions had 
compl icated consequences. As an educator responsible for helping the system and the 
fami ly  reach a solution, i t  became important to delve into a student ' s  background and to 
read h i s  academic  folder. 
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The fo lders often revealed that a student had experienced academic  success as an 
elementary student and that teacher comments were compl imentary of the student and h i s  
abi l i t ies .  This  writer' s  involvement wi th  the  students was  i n  midd le  school ,  but by that 
t ime there was often a dist inct d i fference in the students' overal l academic  effort, 
preparat ion and results as compared to the elementary school years . When inquiri es were 
made of the student, the response general ly was that school work no longer held the 
interest or importance i t  once had . When inquiries were made of  the parent, that response 
was also one that expressed that achievement had been important to the student, but the 
parent did not know when the att itude change occurred. Over t ime, this writer has 
witnessed many boys who were achievers i n  the early grades who later became i nvolved 
with crime and fai l ed to reach the potentia l  that was evident in the early years. 
Elementary education i s  greatly influenced by the White, middle c l ass, female 
culture, which i s  a d i fficult  s ituation for boys, especia l ly B lack boys, to handle  (Lee, 
1 996) .  Boys are encouraged to be active and aggressive, and an environment i n  a school 
that emphasizes opposite behaviors i s  chal lenging for boys. Not only are they 
uncomfortable  i n  school ,  they also become resistant to authority. Coupled with the 
b io logical changes that puberty and pre-adolescence bring, young boys resist the school 
and academic success because i t  i s  associated with femininity. This phenomenon of 
adolescent changes has been observed by KunJufu ( 1 98 8 )  and other writer s  who have 
concern about the future  of Black males. 
Statement of  the Problem 
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The problem to be addressed by this study is the investigation of factors  re lated to 
adolescent B lack males'  academic achievement. The numbers  of B lack boys who are 
retained i n  grade, suffer poor grades, drop out of school and are incarcerated are l arge, but 
there are many adolescent boys who succeed in school and who come from 
neighbor hoods, homes, and schools  that are s imi lar to those of  less successfu l  boys. This 
researcher wants to investigate those factors  that influence and motivate B lack male 
students to become academic achievers .  
There  i s  some l imited research that di scusses and exp lains what these influences are 
that can cause young B lack males to be academical ly successfu l .  The ternl "resi l i ence" i s  
one  research topic i n  which these influences are d iscussed. Resi l i ence i s  genera l ly  defined 
as having posit ive responses to adverse condit ions (F loyd, 1 996; Garnlezy, 1 99 1; 
McMi l l an & Reed, 1 993 ) .  
The  adverse conditions have been termed as  a t  r i sk conditions wh ich  describe 
negative environments that some students l ive in ;  many of these students are B lack 
males .  A broad array of  social and economic  indicators  consistently stress the fact that 
individuals who are B l ack and male are in deep trouble within this society (Noguera, 
\996) .  M any boys are reared i n  father absent homes that have low socio-economic status 
within neighbor hoods that are beds of criminal activity. Therefore, the major influences 
for these boys are not educated people who are pushing academic success, but people  
who are themselves influenced by the  environment and perpetuate a s imi lar l i festyle for 
the next generat ion .  Society has labeled these chi ldren "at-ri sk," and B lack American 
boys are the most at-risk group. Whi le  men at the comer may provide ro le model s, the 
nature of  their influence i s  very questionable ( Lee, 1 996) .  
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The res i l i ent traits that are found in students who can overcome these negative 
environmental i nfluences are nurtured through the home, the school, the community, and 
by the posit ive feedback that these individuals receive from those around them . 
During the early fomlative years of students'  l ives, the schools  have not given the 
B lack students, especia l ly males, the type of curriculum that i s  interest ing and relevant to 
their cu lture. When relevance i s  absent from the curriculum, chi ldren do not gain the 
motivation to leam (Glasser, 1 969) .  For example, the chi ldren love seeing p ictures of  the 
statues of  B lack accompl ishments and as a result, their attitudes and behavior begin to 
change for the better ( Porter, 1 997 ) .  The t ime young people spend after school i s  not 
usually spent i n  an environment that nurtures the thirst for knowledge about onesel f  or h i s  
cu l ture, but i t  presents them with another environment that great ly influences their 
att i tudes and actions i n  a negative fashion.  
In  observing th is  deteriorating attitude toward school ing, academics, and authority, i t  
i s  notab le  that i t  progresses to a more devastat ing level between the  s ix th  grade and the  
tenth grade.  This  stage seems to be characterized by a need to appear capable of  v io lence. 
becoming involved i n  risk taking behaviors ( i . e .  smoking, drugs, alcohol, sex, etc . ), and a 
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need to general ly look l ike everyone else .  These boys possess sol id ideas about 
mascul in i ty, impl ic i t  theories of  manliness and some concepts of  mascul inity that may 
lead to academic  underachievement, scholastic misconduct, truancy, dropping-out, 
apathy, vocational/occupational inadequacy, criminal i ty, orientation toward violence, 
substance abuse and maladaptive relationships with females (Wi lson, 1 992) .  School 
becomes more of  a social atmosphere and not a p lace to begin a l i fe long journey of 
opportunit ies .  Appearing to  be an achiever i s  not  proper wi th in  th i s  culture; those who do 
are often ostrac ized and treated as outsiders. For  males, the  peer pressure i s  so 
tremendous that to do wel l  academical ly in  school i s  to  r i sk  be ing ca l led "White," a 
"nerd" or a "sissy." Young B lack boys see education as si ssyish and condescending, and 
as denying their manhood and their b lackness (Jenkins, 1 990) .  This imposed pressure 
results in many boys opting for academic  fai l ure rather than risk rejection by their peers. 
Thus, they miss opportunit ies to adequately  prepare for adulthood because they do poorly 
or drop out of  school .  
Another issue that arises i s  what i s  a n  accepted definit ion of academic  success or 
academic  achievement. Many see accompl ishment as passing or even reaching graduation 
wi thout a thought about further academic preparat ion.  Addi t ional ly, the issue i s  the 
del ineat ion of  what factors help to produce academical ly successfu l  boys. There i s  the 
home, the school ,  the community, and the individual ,  and each can be considered as a 
maj or area of i nvestigat ion.  This study wi l l  look at the factors deal ing with the fami ly, the 
individual ,  and the schools .  
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Rationale for the Study 
This researcher acknowledges that many wri ters have recognized that for adolescent 
males of  African descent, the schools do not offer much hope in  the way of  societal 
acceptance.  This i s  because of  a neglect in  school curricula of  attention to B lack 
accompl i slunents and achievements throughout the world (Ol iver, 1 989 ;  Garibaldi, 1 992; 
Noguera, 1 996;  Gordon, 1 994) .  Despite this dearth of material related to B lack models, a 
few B lack adolescent males become accompl i shed students .  This study seeks to add to 
the overa l l  understanding of those factors that influence young B lack males to become 
academic  achievers . 
The genera l ization sometimes appl ied to adolescent B lack males labeled at-ri sk i s  
that they w i l l  no t  achieve and cannot achieve; and i f  achievement takes p lace, i t  i s  by  
chance. Th i s  assumption i s  that academic success constant ly escapes B l ack males .  
However, over generations, many B lack males have achieved despite the i nherent barriers 
they face .  These males, for the most part, eventual ly part icipate ful ly  in the American 
dream . Unfortunately, there i s  a larger group who do not overcome the barriers and do not 
accompl i sh much in  school and rarely are ful l  partners in  the American way of  l i fe .  It 
should be mentioned that educational achievement i s  not the only prerequis i te for 
obtain ing the American dream, but this writer bel ieves that for a B lack American male i t  
i s  t h e  most promis ing route. I n  America, education i s  considered to be vital to upward 
mobi l i ty  ( Gordon, 1 994) .  
The decision to achieve academically is an individual onc. This study investigates 
the ways those boys who do strive toward school success are motivated and disciplined. 
Some youngsters arc strong enough to pursue their schooling even through a myriad of 
unpleasant factors. 
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Since these youngsters do pursue their education goals despite the other influences, 
there is a body of knowledge as well as suggestions about what will work with these boys 
(Garibaldi, 1992; Dryfoos, 1996; Noguera, 1996; Ascher, 1992 ). There are some schools 
and programs that are having some positive effects on the attitudes and lives of 
adolescent Black boys. For example, there are schools designed specifically for Black 
boys, mentorship programs within and outside of school, curricula changes that 
constantly teach the contributions of Blacks along with more traditional content. 
However, this study concentrates upon those individual factors that help Black boys 
become academically successful. 
The Black American male, adult, adolescent or child, and his welfare do not seem to 
be a concern for the larger society. Very little has been published about this group when 
one compares the amount of information with that about many other groups. What is 
happening and what has happened to the Black male, generally speaking, in American 
society does not seem to shake the consciousness about fairness and equity, even in some 
segments of Black society. Therefore, this study will be another piece of literature in the 
limited body of knowledge on the affirmation of the adolescent Black male. 
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Purpose of  the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate those factors that influence some at-ri sk 
B lack teen males to choose academic achievement in  spite of conditions that di scourage 
many others . Many times young B lack teens witness the publ ic  denigration of B lack 
maleness through the d i fferent media. Not only do they see educated men brutal ized in  
the press, they see men in  their own neighborhoods who are educated and sti l l  struggle 
for the American Dream. For many of these men the message that achievement i n  school 
opens the door to future success i s  not true. Because the j ob cei l ing faced by B lack adults 
stops them from receiving rewards commensurate with their educational credentials ,  
education i s  not the same bridge to adult status and accompl ishment for B lacks that i t  is 
for Whites ( M i ckelson, 1 990) .  
Yet ,  there are some who sti l l  seek to achieve. The "why?" of  their  achievement and 
"how?" they accompl i sh i t  i s  the emphasis of  this study. This researcher wishes to add to 
that body of understanding.  
Overview of  the L iterature 
Much of what is written that deals with the di lemma of B lack males, boys i n  
particular, centers on the problems o f race and i ts long term effects on B lacks, at-risk 
factors and the major role  they p lay i n  shaping attitudes and outlooks, and the general 
lack of academic achievement of  B lack males. Although there are other factors that 
influence the growth and development of B lack males, many of them are also negat ive 
and very few are positive. 
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Throughout the l i terature, there are subtle hints that the condition o f  B lack boys may 
be somewhat intentional on behal f o f the dominant society (Kunjufu, 1 982 ;  Jenkins, 
1 990; Noguera, 1996; Porter ,  1 997 ) .  That is ,  the condit ion that B lack males have l ived in 
and with since being brought to America remains oppressive. These conditions are not 
new but have exi sted since the first Afr ican was brought to America and have persi sted 
since that t ime.  Homes are absent of  fathers  (Kunjufu, 1 982) ,  l i ving conditions are 
d i lapidated and deb i l itating, peer pressure i s  overwhelming (KunJufu ,  1 98 8 )  and the 
schools are under-equipped and under- funded ( B ier le in ,  1 993 ) .  Many young boys are 
reared in  environments and neighborhoods that are contaminated with attitudes, habits, 
peop le,  fac i l i t ies, and circumstances that almost dictate that their l ives are doomed 
forever .  Although the law, through programs and government spending, has al lowed 
certain aspects of  this situation to change, the conditions themselves have not. 
The lack of  academic success among Black Amer icans in general keeps this 
population of peop le from enjoying some of the fruits of  America .  Many assert that the 
condit ions that make B lacks at-ri sk are a major factor for this lack of  success,  whereas 
others  c la im that it  may be due to lack of i nnate abi l ity and low inte l l igence (Hermstein 
and Murray, 1 994) and sti l l  others  say it may be the curriculum (Noguera, 1 996) .  
However ,  there  are some B lack males  finding academic success in  schools despite 
these negative c ircumstances that surround them. These cases of  success have certain 
common factors ,  inc luding h igh expectations for per formance, strong parental support 
II 
and encouragement, an independent spiri t ,  an internal locus of control ,  an understanding 
of the importance of  money, and a relationship with an adult male.  
Research Questions 
The major question of interest is  what are the s igni ficant factors that innuence some 
middle and high school Black males to strive for and achieve academic success whi le  
other B lack male middle and high school students show no evidence of trying? 
Other questions to be addressed are as fol lows: 
I.  Is  there a di fference in  individual attitudes toward academic achievement of  more 
academical ly successful Black middle school male students as compared to those 
B lack middle school male students who are not as successful academical ly? 
2. Is there a di fference in the individual fami ly  situations of more academical ly  
successfu l  B lack middle school ma le  students as compared to those of  other, less 
academical ly successful  B lack middle school male students? 
3. I s  there a di fference i n  the perceptions of school experiences of academical ly 
successfu l  B lack middle school male students as compared to those of  the other, less 
academical ly successfu l  B lack male middle school students? 
4 .  Is there a d i fference i n  the att i tudes about and relationships with peers of 
academical ly successfu l  middle school B l ack male students as compared to those of 
other, l ess academical ly successful  B lack male middle school students? 
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Methodo logy 
The study is a qual i tative study that uses interviews to col lect data. The sample was 
to be chosen from male populations at four public secondary schoo ls,  two urban middle 
schoo ls,  and two suburban middle schools .  The subjects were Black American male 
students who attended one of the four intended middle schools in the metropol i tan area of 
a mid-size city in the  Southeastern Uni ted States. These subj ects were chosen because 
they are either in early adolescence to late pubescence, a t ime when many B lack 
American males have been known to lose interest in academic achievement. Permi ssion 
was obtained from one of  the school di stricts and the parents to conduct the research .  
The researcher conducted interviews with two of the principals and several selected 
teachers . Parents who had agreed to be interviewed were not because of logist ical 
conflicts .  The researcher questioned the students to ascertain the types of  environmental 
factors they bel ieve influenced them positively or negat ively toward academic 
achievement. In addit ion, the academic grades were obtained for students in  the sample. 
The infornlation gathered was compi led and categorized, and conclusions were 
reached based upon the responses. The analysis of  the data that were obtained yielded 
some material that was developed into some case studies in order that this study has the 
proper i nterpretive support indicative of a strong analyt ical and scholarly work . 
Definit ion of Terms 
I. AI-Risk: a term that describes the negative environmental and educational 
condit ions that many Black boys are reared in  and that limit their opportunit ies for 
acceptance and success. It actual ly is a tenn app l ied to any chi ld whose chances of 
academic success are l imited because of social, racia l ,  economic,  and other 
characteri st ics .  
2 .  Successful: an academical ly accompl i shed student as evidenced by high report 
card grades, standardized test scores and general participation in school and community 
activit ies .  
3 .  Unsuccessful: a student who i s  not academical ly accompl ished as evidenced by 
low report card grades and standardized test scores and low participation in  school and 
community services .  
Summary 
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This study yielded results that added to  the  l imited and general body of knowledge 
about those factors that influence young B lack boys to become academic achievers. The 
results may be usefu l  to someone that has an interest in this group and wishes to dupl icate 
i t  or to take i t  to another level . The researcher bel ieves that this i s  what made this study 
s ignificant. 
This study was conducted with some expectations about its results .  One was that 
despite the c ircumstances of upbringing, to be successfu l  a student must have had a 
strong i nternal desire to perfonn and achieve (Gannezy, 1 99 1 ) .  Another was that many 
students possessed the capab i li ty to perfonn but they were b l inded by the unseen rage that 
existed because of their l iv ing conditions. The expectation was that all parents, regardless 
of  their own academic attainment, wanted to see their chi ldren successfu l  even though 
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many may not have known how to help them (Johnson, 19(2 ). Additionally, the strength 
of racism and economic deprivation continued to do significant damage to the African 
American male psyche (Oliver, 1989). 
Whether or not these expectations were supported or rejected or unmentioned by the 
results. the study will have benefited those who have a concem for the condition of the 
young Black American males. 
Chapter I I  
Rcview o f  Li terature 
Introduction 
The purposc of this revicw of l i terature i s  to explain the research that has been 
accompl i shed and wr ittcn conceming Black Amcr ican males in gencral and adolescent 
boys in  part icu lar .  The sources used in this chapter arc wr i tten by a var iety of authors. 
Some of the authors  are B lack Americans (Court land C. Lee, 1 996; Amos Wil son, 1 99 1 ; 
Na ' im Akbar ,  1 99 I ;  Jawanza Kunjufu, 1 982 ,  1 986, 1 988 ;  Henry Louis Gates, 1 997 ;  
Brenda Wal l ,  1 992 ;  James P .  Comer and Alvin F. Poussaint, 1 992, Garibaldi, 1 992 and 
Michael Porter. 1 997 )  who adopt a perspective that many of the difficult ies that B lack 
males face are due to inhercnt racism in American soc iety and the result ing struggle that 
B lack males have in defining their manhood. There are other authors  of  diverse ethnic 
origins who find the d i lemmas of American Black males an interesting topic ( Noguera, 
1 996;  Craig, 1 992 ) .  The infonnation and data shared by these authors  wil l  be used by this 
researcher to provide a basis and background for conducting this study. 
The contextual framework for this study i s  referenced in the work of Daisy Reed and 
James McMi l lan, professors  at Virginia Commonwealth University, on resi l ience of  at­
risk students .  Their study, Defying the Odds :  A Study of Res i l ient At-ri sk Students 
( 1 993 ) ,  was qual i tative research that ident i fied and discussed those programmatic and 
personal factors that helped disadvantaged students become academical ly successfu l .  The 
study involved students from six school d istricts from the metropol itan area of  a mid-
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sized southeastern c i ty. The students were nominated to part ic ipate in the study by their 
principals and school counselors who were given some indicators of  at-ri skness such as 
grade retention, drug abuse, dysfunctional fami l ies, and low socio-economic  status 
( McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 ) .  
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Their research methodology for this study was the case study approach. This was 
implemented so an understanding of how the students became academical ly successful 
despite the ri sky c i rcumstances of their l ives could be reached. The researchers were 
interested in the students '  perceptions about the quality of  their l ives and school 
experiences. Interviews were conducted with the students, which enabled the researchers 
to profi le  each student. The data were analyzed in  ways that enl ightened and insured 
complete analysis of the trends and i ssues throughout the responses. The i nstruments and 
protocols were developed and tested by the researchers. This study w i l l  use some of the 
same procedures, instruments and protocols  but with adj ustments. 
The term at-ri sk was used in  the McMi l l an & Reed ( 1 993 )  study to describe the 
students who were i n  danger of dropping out of  school because of environmental 
d i fficul t ies  as well as school fai l ure. The term " at risk" has been used to describe a 
variety o f  i l ls ,  some of which are personal, some educational , and some societal . This 
term first appeared i n  the 1 983 study ent i t led A Nat ion At-Risk, which declared pub l i c  
education i n  America  mediocre. In that document, the  term meant the  nation, whereas 
today it general ly refers to chi ldren to describe their state of  existence. "Res i l i ent" refers 
to those students who become academical ly successfu l  despite negative influences in  
their l ives .  In th is study, the concentration wi l l  be upon adolescent B lack males who are 
in middle school .  
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In t h i s  new study, the experiences of B lack adolescent males are viewed in  the 
context of  the d i  fficult ies experienced by all B lack males in  their struggle to define their 
manhood and gain social acceptance. This chapter w i l l  include some infomlation about 
the general exi stence of B lack males and w i l l  focus upon Black males' struggle with in 
Ameri can society for survival ,  acceptance, and social and material success i n  their fami ly  
l ives, among peers and i n  educat ion.  For  many B lack men th i s  struggle began in  school 
where the lack of  academic success of  Black boys i s  accentuated by many negative 
behaviors that they exhibit constantly within their culture . However, despite the strong 
influences of  many negative factors in  their l ives, there are some young B l ack boys who 
choose to overcome these obstac les and become successfu l  in schoo l .  This research seeks 
to i denti fy some of  these factors that have this influence upon these boys. 
B lack American Males and America 
H i storica l ly ,  B l ack American males have faced many chal lenges to their safety, sense 
of well being and even their existence. The chal lenges i n  America began with the landing 
of the first s lave ship about 400 years ago (Akbar, 1 99 1 )  and have continued through the 
centuries .  B lack males have been subj ected to abuse, deprivation, and denigration .  
Racism was and i s  a major factor that  i nfluences their l i ves. At the inception o f  th is  
country a B lack man was defined i n  the Constitution as counting " three fifths" of  a whi te 
man i n  a l locating congressional representation as documented i n  the United S tates 
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Constitut ion .  Today, much o f  American society sti l l  has not accepted B lack men as 
worthy members of  the soc iety. As a result, B lack males face major chal lenges that put 
their welfare and quality of  l i fe in  j eopardy ( Lee, 1 996) .  The reason for this negative 
response to B lack males has been attributed to blatant racism. The root of  the problem in 
B lack America i s  race and the accompanying unjust d istribution of the nation ' s  wealth, 
power, and resources (Anderson, 1 994) .  
B lack males general ly are subj ected to underc lass status throughout American 
society. This causes B lack males to be poor, uninformed, sel f-destructive, and confused 
(Akbar, 1 99 1 ) . The negative social and material conditions that many B lack Ameri cans 
live i n  cause B lack youth to be vulnerable  to an anti socia l  and criminal m indset (Wi lson, 
1 992 ) .  I n  the 1 998 State of  B lack America Report, edited by Lee Daniel ,  the National 
Urban League pub l ished these statist ics from 1 993 : 30 . 3% of African Ameri can males 25 
and older had less than a high school education compared to 1 8 . 2% of  White males; 
22 . 8% of B lack males between the ages of 1 8  and 24 were high school drop-outs which 
was lower than the 34% for White males of  the same age group; 1 3 . 8% of  B lacks were 
unemployed and 47 .9% were employed in service and manufacturing industries whi le  
only 4 . 3% were employed in  finance, insurance and real estate. Among White males  of  
the same group 6 . 2% were unemployed, 44 .2% were employed i n  service and 
manufacturing jobs and 5 . 2% pursued financial careers . Addit ionally, in the same 1 8  to 
24  age group, the employed B lack male had an average weekly wage of $392 as 
compared to $53 1 for White males and 3 3 . 1 % of al l  African Americans were l iving 
below the poverty level as compared with 12 .2% of Whites (Daniels, 1 998 ) .  
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General ly under-educated, under-employed or unemployed, prone to substance abuse, 
alcohol i sm,  d i sease, and other social maladies, the B lack male can be considered a 
member of an "endangered species ." The tern1 endangered refers to actual dangers of  
exi stence, survival ,  mis-education, and lost opportunities faced by B lack males in  
American society. The most endangered are the B lack chi ldren (Akbar, 1 99 1 ) . Constantly 
surrounded by these and other negative factors and prone to indulge i n  risky behaviors, 
young B lack males continue to struggle with influences that cause them to be regarded as 
problems for society. The perception by the publ ic  in  a recent Baltimore survey of the 
high arrest rate among young B lack boys was the publ ic' s  fear of violence by the boys. 
Actual ly,  fewer than one in  ten of the arrests were for violent acts (M i l ler, 1 997 ) .  
This  general fear of  B lack men causes their exclusion from the  total society and 
l imi ted inc lus ion in B lack culture. Their attempts at inc lusion are made more d i fficult  
part ly because of  l imi ted academic achievement. Thus,  a cycle i s  created that brings 
B lack males to the point of  being defined as a societal problem. The h igh rate of  social 
problems exhib ited by B lack males results from structural pressures that are generated by 
patterns of  pol i t ical ,  economic,  social and cultural organization that perpetuate B lack 
inferiority (Ol iver, 1 989) .  
The real ity of  being a problem for society creates confusion i n  both B l acks and 
Whites about B lack males' identity as men . Manhood in  America i s  general ly defined by 
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the ideas, practices, and traits of  White males as depicted in the media .  For example, 
many television commercials depict White males as successful ,  mascul ine, suave, 
debonair men whereas most B lack men are shown as laborers for the larger society. Even 
though there are some exceptions, B lack men are seldom depicted according to the White 
interpretat ion of  manliness. 
Accord ingly, B lack males struggle with the concept of manhood . There i s  an i nner 
struggle that surrounds the meaning of manhood for them. Young boys struggle wi th this 
concept also because they see the images of B lack men as general ly unsuccessfu l  beings 
as well as the sord id treatment that the society gives B lack males. S ince young B lack 
boys do not have access to most symbols of  successfu l  manhood such as a j ob ,  money, 
authori ty, respons ib i l i ty, and a sense of purpose, this d i storted image i s  all they have 
(Jenkins, 1 990) .  This i nner struggle experienced by B lack boys  man i fests i tse lf  within the 
school environment. Many B lack male students have negative attitudes about their 
educational experiences, they experience h igher levels of  conflict i n  school and exhibit  
ant i  -authoritarian behavior, a l l  of  which affect their academic achievement (Gordon, 
1 994) .  B ecause the school i s  a structured environment, i t  requires a l l  students to subj ect 
themselves to others ' authority. Young B lack males general ly have a tough t ime with 
authority, and when they attempt to exhib i t  the manly behaviors they are fami l iar with,  
they get into d ifficulty; i n  school that makes them discipl ine problems, and i n  society i t  
may make them del inquents. 
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Black Males '  Response to Societal St imuli  
Despite the negatives of  their environment or the struggle with manliness or the 
difficulty of  accepting the school' s  authori ty, there are some young B lack adolescent 
males who strive for and attain academic success. Despite the problems they face, many 
B lack men have achieved and part ic ipated ful ly in  society (Gordon, 1 994) .  
However, the predominant image of B lack men di ffers strikingly from this picture. 
They are seen as immoral, lazy, violent, mental ly deficient, and athletic (B lake & 
Darl ing, 1 994) .  B lack males frequently encounter negative stereotypes about their 
manhood, which include the notion of social castration, insecurity i n  identi ty, and a 
negative se lf  concept (Lee, 1 996) . Young B lack boys struggle with this societal image of 
themselves.  
The ideal ist ic image of  men in  American society i s  of  individuals who are responsible 
for their  actions, are productive members of society, provide for their  fami l i es, and are 
considered courageous. 
The problems facing B lack males are not new (Noguera, 1 996) and to overcome these 
problems, B lacks need to understand themselves, define themselves, and think from their 
own perspective ( Akbar, 1 99 1 ) .  However, B lack males are dramatic  examples of  a 
purposefu l  " inferiorization process" which is a stress attack bel ieved by some to have 
been designed by Whites to produce dysfunctional behavior patterns in a l l  areas of  B lack 
l i fe (Ol iver, 1 989) .  One of the chal lenges the B lack male must face i s  the confl ict ing 
images o f  mascu l ini ty i n  h i s  predominant community against that of  the broader society 
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(Hale-Benson, 1 982) .  Many B lack males are convinced that they can be men only i f  they 
adopt the White man ' s  gender ro le (B lake & Darl ing, 1 994) ,  yet many people understand 
that a Black man general ly thinks, acts, performs and characterizes his manl iness, ei ther 
posit ively or negatively, in a very di fferent fashion than Whites. 
B lack males tend to express an air of  bravado to overcome the lack of  societal 
acceptance, and often this results in violations of the law and incarceration. A B lack man 
i s  one hundred times more l ikely to be sent to ja i l  than to col lege (Gates, 1 997) .  The 
problems facing B lack boys are even more deb i l i tating. They are k i l led more often 
through v io lence, they are arrested more frequently, they drop out of  school and do not 
enter col lege, and they do not act as fathers to their chi ldren in  large numbers (Canada, 
1 998 ) .  There seems to be the mindset among Black boys that society recognizes one as a 
man when he has run afoul of the law or been incarcerated. The high rates of poverty, 
drop-outs, incarceration, crime, under-education, unemployment, poor health, and 
premature deaths prevent many Black males from progressing. Many of the most creative 
B lack minds are locked into prisons and jai ls and are not involved i n  schools  in  their most 
potent ia l ly productive years (Akbar, 1 99 1 ) .  
Progress for B lacks can be equated with academic  achievement, but striving for 
academic  achievement i s  not general ly an accepted behavior among young B lack males .  
The maj ority o f  B lack youth have been negatively innuenced by their peer group ' s  
attitude toward academic  achievement (Kunjufu, 1 988) .  
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However, there are quite a few young B lack boys who choose to be academically 
successfu l  even though they may suffer from confusion about their eventual acceptance in 
the society and r isk rej ection by their peers. 
Black Ameri can Males and Schools 
H i storical ly, Blacks (especial ly males) were denied access to education from the 
beginning of the American experience. Once Blacks were being taught the bare essential 
ski l l s  for survival, then there were i ssues of equity in educational opportunity. Many one 
room schools with several grades or levels taught throughout the day did not provide a 
chance for any student to real ly excel .  The eras of slavery, reconstruction, segregation, 
and Jim Crow were designed, in  part, to prohibit any educational progress by B lacks. 
Although schooling has not been a t icket of opportunity that it  was expected to be for 
the Black community, it i s  sti l l  the best way that a person can help himself or herself to 
overcome l i fe ' s  negative i nf luences. For many years, African Americans bel ieved that a 
good education was the ticket to l ift  them from their negative circumstances. For almost 
1 00 years after the end of slavery, Blacks held fast to their fai th in  education as a tool to 
l i ft  them from poverty and oppression (Mickelson, 1 990). Blacks expected educational 
quality to improve after the Brown decision, passage of desegregation laws and 
implementation of busing. However, these actions did not have the benefits for Blacks 
many had hoped for. 
There are many reasons that the schools have not fulfi l led B lacks ' expectations of 
social progress, and a complete explanation of these reasons extends beyond the scope of 
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this study. General ly,  for B lack boys, there have been low expectations for perfonnance; 
there have been safety i ssues, i ssues that surround instructional techniques and the lack of 
cultural foci  in the curricula .  The lessons are that B lack students profit from a demanding 
curricu lum, regardless of  its nature or pedagogical approach, and that it  must be taught by 
those who are mission-oriented, bel ieving that B lack chi ldren can learn and achieve in 
school s  ( I rvine,  1 996) .  
At the t ime,  young B lack boys begin school ;  they tend to have an enthusiasm for 
learning that is not sustained through e lementary school and into middle schoo l .  
Somewhere around the third or fourth grade, there i s  a change i n  interest in  learning.  The 
environmental i nfluences and certain peer influences begin to have an effect upon their 
attitudes toward academics .  ! f being White i s  working hard for good grades, using proper 
speech and being i nvolved in extra educational activit ies, then being B lack is not 
studying, having poor grades, using s lang and being involved in  other activit ies that are 
ant isocial  in nature ( Kunjufu, 1 988 ) .  
School success has been narrowly defined in  terms of a White middle c lass female 
norm, and students whose reality does not fit this norm are required to make major 
adj ustments to ensure a measure of success ( Lee, 1 996) .  The relationship between 
educat ion and economic  success i s  a close one. The motivation to study suffers when 
young people  see a greater return from drug-deal ing rather than a col lege educat ion 
( Kunj u fu,  1 988 ) .  ! f they attend school and see that the majority of  B lack chi ldren are in 
exceptional education placements, this sends negative messages (Abato & Abato, 1 99 1 ) . 
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The factors that can help these low achievers succeed in school are teachers bel ieving in 
what teaching is ,  a mod ified curricula, teacher preparation, ins ightful  teaching and luck 
(Frankl in ,  1 998 ) .  
However, in spite of  the  hi story of denied education and in spite of  the  low 
expectat ions or the cu ltural ly poor perception about academic achievement, many B lack 
male teens strive for and achieve good grades and academic success. 
B lack Boys and Academic Achievement 
A large populat ion of Black boys have low GPA's (grade point averages) ,  SAT 
(scholastic apt itude test) scores, poor attendance and behavior problems throughout 
school .  Academic achievement i s  escaping them . Achievement refers to those indices, 
including GPA, SAT scores, other kinds of test scores, that indicate the degree to which a 
student has encountered success in school ( Johnson, 1 992) .  
S ince the j ob ce i l ing faced by Black adults prevents them from receiving rewards that 
paral le l  their academic  and educational credentials ,  education is not the same bridge for 
B lacks that it is for Whites. B lack chi ldren (especia l ly boys) see that effort in school often 
does not have the same outcomes for members of their group as for middle c lass Whites 
(M ickelson, 1 990) .  Young B lack people are aware that a White male with a h igh school 
diploma w i l l  earn more than a B lack person with a col lege degree ( Kunj u fu ,  \ 988 ) .  
Therefore, B l acks have l i tt le  incentive t o  pursue education. 
As well ,  many external factors prevent many B lack males from concentrat ing upon 
ach ieving in  school .  Absent fathers, a house ful l  of  s ib l ings, friends who encourage ri sky 
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behaviors, teachers with low expectations and generally non structured environments can 
hinder boys from achieving at schoo l .  Anger, frustration, and fai lure represent the 
educational real i ty for many B lack males (Lee, 1 996) .  The l i fe of the B lack male who 
does not get to manhood with a clear direction and perspective gets worse for him as he 
ages ( Jenkins,  1 990) .  It i s  imperative that support and direction be a part of young B lack 
males' l ives .  The outside influences of drugs, promiscuous sex, and other deviant 
behaviors have a strong pull upon them and can keep them from reaching their potential . 
They need a safety net (Kunjufu, 1 982)  of adults to guide them . 
Al l  o f  the c i rcumstances of the home environment such as socio-economic  status, 
l iv ing conditions, single male or female head of household, sibling rivalry,  the exi stence 
of  physical and/or emotional abuse as well as substance abuse have either a posit ive or a 
negative effect upon the boy. Some research suggests that for adolescent B lack males, the 
support and encouragement of  the family ,  the adults at school ,  as well as posit ive 
interact ion wi th peers i ncreases their chances of obtaining academic  achievement. This 
support and encouragement are part icularly important for urban B lack males because 
these factors aid in their emotional development, help to define the mascul ine ro le, social 
behavior and personal identity coinciding simultaneously with b iological development 
where body size, reproductive capab i l ity and other physiological functions influence their 
environment (Mincy, 1 994) .  
Despite the struggles and the negative factors i n  and outs ide of  school ,  some B lack 
boys do choose to strive for academic  success. Given the historical negative relationship 
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of B lack males and their exi stence in America, B lack boys struggle w i th  their identity, 
their well being, their sel f acceptance, and their educational development. The many boys 
who are reared i n  poverty and nurtured on negativity have l i t t le hope of  escaping those 
c ircumstances. The research that di scusses the traits or characteri stics that help these boys 
and other young people to be successfu l  students i s  l imited. This study i s  meant to help 
fill that gap . 
There i s  some research centered around the tenn res i l ience. This wri ter d id not find 
any res i l i ence research that was spec ific  to B lack boys.  However, i t  i s  reasonable to apply 
the findings to young B lack American boys because any diverse group of at risk ch i ldren 
inc ludes these ch i ldren . Some researchers (Barbarin ,  1 993 ;  F loyd, 1 996; Luthar, 1 99 1 ;  
Gannezy, 1 99 1 ;  Freiberg, 1 993 ;  McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 )  describe res i l ience as the 
reason some at risk students achieve. Resi l ience describes students who are at risk for 
academic  fai l ure but are nevertheless academical ly successfu l .  Res i l i ence is concerned 
with indiv idual adj ustments as responses to problematic s i tuations ( F loyd, 1 996) .  
Chi l dren labeled "res i l ient" or "stress resi stant" defy expectations by developing into wel l  
adapted, successfu l  individuals (Luthar, 1 99 1 ) . 
The aims of the research on res i l i ence were to ident i fy and promote the coping 
mechan i sms o f  non-res i l i ent chi ldren and to implement strategies for estab l i sh ing and 
sustaining protective practices that shield or lessen the negative effects of  l i fe ' s  stress 
( Floyd, 1 996) .  L itt le of the research discusses res i li ence in tenns of internal factors, but 
more in tenns of how groups and schools can foster programs and nurture resi l i ence 
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within young people. Additionally, resi l i ence i s  di scussed in tenns of "protective 
factors" or "protective traits" in the environment. Protective factors within the 
environment or social context include the fami ly  functioning, supportive extrafami l ial 
relationships, and community structures (Barbarin, 1 993 ;  Floyd, 1 996) .  I f  the factors o f a  
supportive fami ly, a nurturing school and positive peer acceptance are in p lace, a boy ' s  
chances of  academic success are stronger than for someone whose l i fe i s  m issing one  or 
more of  these supportive factors. However, if a fami ly  has an absent father, and the 
school general ly operates without the necessary funds, and the boy associates with h is  
unsupervi sed peers, then he i s  less l ike ly to finish school and more l ikely to become a 
ward of the state or a vict im of homicide (Pul l iam, 1 995) .  E ither s ituation can p lace the 
boys' feet i n  a certain d irection that has an expected outcome. This direction can be 
compared metaphorical ly to a pathway or a predicted path that i s  already la id out because 
of  the forces that operate outside of  the person (Crockett, 1 995 ) .  
When they enter middle school ,  h igh  achieving and low achieving adolescent B l ack 
males reach a turning point i n  their academic  careers (Crockett, 1 995) .  The developed 
path sets before these youngsters the opportunity to make decisions and select alternative 
courses o f  action (Crockett, 1 995 ) .  If  the youngster has a posit ive or negative type 
disposition, he w i l l  adjust in  this new setting toward a socialization with others who 
exhibit the same disposition and behaviors. The tendency to arrive in  settings that support 
one ' s  behavior is l ikely to foster continuity of that behavior (Crockett, 1 995 ) .  This i s  
evident when students experience a change in  school buildings either by promotion o r  
transfer. The impl ication is that the students ' atti tudes and dispositions cause them to 
gravitate toward other students with s imi lar qual it ies .  
The total environment of  some students can be and often i s  stressfu l ,  but chi ldren 
who have overcome adversity in their l ives exhibit four protective traits that appear to 
help to reduce the effects of  stress. These traits are : social competence, strong problem 
solving ski l l s, autonomy, and a sense of purpose for the future (Freiberg, 1 993 ) .  
Social  Competence 
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Resi l i ent students have temperamental characteristics that elicit posit ive responses 
from individuals (McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 ) .  Such chi ldren have been described as having 
high socia l  ski l l s  exhibited by wannth, spontaneity, and expressiveness (Luthar, 1 99 1 ) . 
Temperament is one of the stress modifiers (Gannezy, 1 99 1 ) . The res i l i ence research on 
disadvantaged, competent B lack chi ldren describes them as having social ski l l s  such as 
being friendly and wel l  l iked, a strong perception of self with strong cognit ive ski l l s  and 
inte l lectual maturity and as exhibiting active, goal oriented behavior ( Gannezy, 1 99 1 ) .  
When a crisis occurs, many a t  risk chi ldren react with emotional d istress ( Luthar, 
1 99 1 ) , whereas resi l i ent students are able  to reach out to others and receive help 
(McMi l l an & Reed, 1 993) .  As a result, many resi l ient chi l dren have an advantage in 
dealing with l i fe ' s  difficulties (Gannezy, 1 99 1 ) . 
Coping Ski l ls  
The abi lity to use coping ski l l s  in problem solving is another trait of  res i l ient students .  
Coping is  related to problem solving in that both processes require perception and 
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evaluation of  al ternative courses of  action and recognit ion of the consequences that may 
result from one ' s  choices (Barbarin, 1 993 ) .  Many res i l i ent students have a s ignificant 
person with whom they have a strong relationship and who helps with their choices .  
Many res i l ient students have an infornlal network of people in  their l ives to whom they 
can turn in  time of  cri s i s  (McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993) .  
Emotional regulation and self control are basic components of  coping (Barbarin ,  
1 993 ) .  An internal locus of contro l ,  or the bel ief that l i fe shaping forces are within one' s  
own  control, has been shown to  be a protective factor that helps chi ldren become more 
assertive in the c lassroom ( Floyd, 1 996) .  H igh intrinsic motivation and internal locus of 
contro l  can enab le  an at risk student to succeed (McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 ) .  
Autonomy 
In addit ion to having the traits of social competence and coping ski l l s ,  resi l i ent 
students also exhibi t  autonomy or independence in  that they lack fear of  new chal lenges 
and are w i l l ing to attempt to experience them (McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 ) .  Students who 
possess autonomous behavior can make decisions that show their abi l ity to obtain 
socia l ly accepted results .  For example, when a teacher i s  absent from the c lassroom or a 
parent l eaves himlher alone at home, an independent thinking and acting chi ld responds 
to those s ituations in  a responsible manner. Chi ldren who do not have inner control ,  
motivation, and se lf  direction face great d ifficulty when the  parent, teacher, or other 
source of  external control is absent (Comer & Poussaint, 1 975 ) .  
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Sense o f  PUl]Jose 
Resi l i ent chi ldren tend to be involved with hobbies, extracurricular areas of  interests and 
volunteering (McMi l lan & Reed, 1 993 ;  Garrnezy, 1 99 1 ;  Freiberg, 1 993 ) .  They are 
motivated by a desire to succeed, and feel responsible for their achievements (McMi l lan 
& Reed, 1 993 ) .  Resi l i ent individuals have been found to have h igh faith in their own 
control over the environment ( Luthar, 1 99 1 ) . By contrast, some young people are 
motivated to be great , but not motivated to become great, which requires discipl ine,  t ime 
management, v is ion,  patience, and hard work (Kunjufu, 1 986) .  
Many young Black boys aspire to  be successful  in  school as well  as in  other 
endeavors . However, the influence of the negative factors in  their l ives which can prevent 
them from being res i l i ent and therefore they do not experience academic success. 
Summary 
In summary, B lack men have constantly experienced d ifficulty in ass imi lating into 
American society. The research that has been conducted on them has been l imited. The 
research l i terature focusing on the spec ific  p l ight of  B lack males has been written over 
the l ast 5 0  years ( Gordon, 1 994) .  The vigorously debated i ssues of  the l ate 1 990 's  have 
been the dec l in ing socia l ,  economical ,  and educational status of  young B l ack males in  our 
society ( Garibald i ,  1 992) .  They have not general ly been granted tradit ional mascul ine 
power or priv i lege in  America;  societal forces have constantly combined to keep B l ack 
males from assuming accepted mascul ine ro les ( Lee, 1 996) .  
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The  American educational system has  played a major ro le in  perpetuating the 
negative images of Blacks (Ol iver, 1 989) .  The schools, for educational and cultural 
reasons, need to be pressed to accommodate the learning styles of Black chi ldren (Hale­
Brown, 1 982 ) .  For B lack American male students, schools are not encouraging 
institutions that offer i ntriguing and interest ing topics that are mental ly st imulat ing. 
Schools are not a haven for them. Even so, many Black boys do choose to achieve. The 
chief reasons for their success inc lude effective parenting and the part icular strengths of 
the young male himsel f (Hrabowski ,  Maton & Greif, 1 998 ) .  The evidence suggests that 
the number of Black males in cri s i s  can be reduced i f  Black males between the ages of 1 0  
and 1 5  can be aided i n  making a successful transit ion to adulthood (M incy, 1 994) .  
This study seeks to add to our understanding of  the process by which young Black 
males can make a successful transit ion to manhood. 
Introduction 
Chapter I I I  
Methodology 
The difficulty that B lack American males experience in  their dai ly l ives as American 
c i t izens impacts all areas of their existence. Their struggle for societal acceptance fi l ters 
into the perspectives and outlooks of young Black boys, whose struggle with societal 
acceptance i s  exempl i fied in  their d ifficulty with schoo l ing and academic  achievement. 
However, there are some young B lack American boys who achieve despite the many 
obstacles that prevent others from being academical ly successfu l .  
Th i s  study was  original ly conceived wi th  the  intention to  compare two groups of  
B lack middle school ma le  students--high and low achievers--and to  answer the  four 
research questions. The study was designed to compare the influence of certain factors 
associated with the school ,  the fami ly, and the individual upon these two groups of  
students and to determine whether those factors promoted or  hindered academic 
achievement for these students .  The four research questions that were to be answered 
through qual itative research methods were : 
I. Is there a difference i n  the individual attitudes toward academic  achievement of  
more academical ly successful B lack middle school male students as compared to  those 
B l ack middle school  male students who are not as successfu l  academically? 
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2 .  Is there a di fference in the indiv idual fami ly  situations of more academical ly 
successfu l  B lack middle school male students as compared to those of other, less 
academical ly successfu l  B lack middle school male students? 
3. I s  there a d i  fference in  the perceptions of school experi ences of  academical ly  
successfu l  B lack midd le  school ma le  students as  compared to  those of other, less 
academical ly successful B lack male middle schoo l students? 
4 .  I s  there a d i fference in  the att itudes about and relationships with peers of 
academical ly successfu l  B lack middle school male students as compared to those of 
other, less academical ly successfu l  B lack male middle school students? 
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In  the course of carrying out the research, the researcher detennined that an 
insufficient number of  high and low achievers were included in the sample to penn i t  val id 
conclusions.  As a result ,  the study design was revi sed and the purpose of  the study was 
changed. I n  this chapter a detai led description of  the original research design w i l l  be 
presented a long with a d iscussion of the d i fficult ies faced i n  carrying out the study and a 
description of the changes made in the research design. 
Original Design 
The original  design cal led for selection of two sample  groups of B lack middle school 
male students from four middle schools  i n  two school divisions. The part ic ipants were to 
be 1 6  high and 1 6  low achieving adolescent B lack American males in middle school who 
were to be chosen by the principal and counselor in  their schools  using data from school 
records, to c lassify the boys ' achievement leve l .  The two divisions were to be an urban 
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divis ion in  a mid-sized city in the Southeastern United States and a suburban divis ion i n  
the same metropol i tan area. The schools were chosen based upon s imilari ties i n  
demographics such a s  rac ial make up  and diversity of  the population, socio-economic 
status o f  the population, qual ification percentage for free lunch and academic 
achievement through test scores. 
E ight students from each school ,  four high achievers and four low achievers, were to 
be interviewed, for a total of  32 interviews. The students were to be selected from 
students nominated by the principal and counselor. The principal and a counselor at each 
school were to be asked to nominate eight high achieving and eight low achieving B lack 
male students using c riteria described below. 
Academic success for the study was defined as the attainment of  honor rol l  grades on 
three out of  the four previous grading periods (general ly a "B" average) .  Low 
ach ievement was defined as the attainment of  a grade point average of less than "C" ( 2 . 0 )  
during t he  same period .  The  first criterion for nomination was that the student was a 
B lack male in middle school .  Counselors and principals were asked to use school records 
to deternline whether a student was B lack American. The second was that the student fit 
the definit ion of ei ther a h igh or low achiever. Next was that the student was a seventh or 
eighth grader because s ixth grade students would not have establ ished an academic  track 
record in middle school .  F inally, parents of  the nominated students were asked to grant 
permission for the chi ld ' s  part icipation. The counselors and principals who nominated the 
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part ic ipants were provided nomination forms (see Appendix D)  on which they were asked 
to identi fy certain characteri stics about the students they nominated. 
Each school was to have at least eight nominees ( four high achievers and four low 
achievers) chosen for the study based upon the criteria  for part ic ipation and parental 
pem1iss ion .  The letter to the parent or guardian asking permi ssion for their chi ld to 
part icipate described the purpose of the study and l i sted procedures to be used to 
safeguard the part ic ipants '  anonymity and prevent disclosure of any sensitive personal 
information .  I f parents did not give pem1ission, then that student was not included in  the 
study. I f more than four parents had granted permission, then four students would have 
been selected at random. Parents who had granted permission for their son to part ic ipate 
would have also been asked to agree to be interviewed. The identities of  students were 
protected by the counselors so that the researcher did not know the names of the students 
or of the parents .  
The  nomination form had certain descriptors to be checked for each part ic ipant by the 
counselor or principal . For example, they indicated whether the student came from a 
single parent or two parent household;  or, a high income or low i ncome home; or, a large 
fami ly with many s ib l ings or a small fami ly  with no s ib l ings. These descriptors were to 
be used as i n formational data and would help in analyzing the student responses. 
The middle school age group was chosen for the research because i t  i s  the age at 
which many B l ack male students begin to s l ip academically. Previous research has shown 
that most younger boys do not have the severe d isenchantment with school that many 
older boys have exhibited. Using samples from two di fferent localities with simi lar 
demographics would have al lowed the researcher to detect d ifferences in academic 
achievement that possibly were related to school and community factors. 
Since the expectation was that there would have been more than four B lack boys in 
each school that met the criteria, there should have been many students el igible for 
participation in the study. Each nominee would have had certain at-risk characteristics 
and a low or high GPA (grade point average) as delineated in the directions for the 
nomination of  students for the study. 
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The principal of  each school was t o  b e  interviewed b y  the researcher o n  questions 
referring to school environment, leadership, and B lack male students .  Selected teachers 
from all of the schools,  including those who had taught a boy from each group, would 
have also been asked to participate in the study. The total of  four school principals, four 
counselors, and eight teachers (two from each school )  were to have been asked to 
participate. Parents who agreed to participate were also to be interviewed. 
Instrumentation 
This study required the use of  an interview protocol for the students and interview 
formats for the principals and the teachers as wel l  as one format for parents who agreed to 
be  interviewed. The interview questions were modeled after those in the McMil lan and 
Reed study ( 1 993) .  The questions addressed the students'  attitudes and their perceptions 
and feel ings about influential factors in their l ives, fami lies, and schools .  These attitudes 
were addressed through open-ended questions that were intended to encourage students to 
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talk about these topics .  The  researcher-developed questions were fie ld  tested in a p i lot 
study with several students whose parents had granted pennission for their part ic ipation, 
in  order to address the val idity and rel iab i l ity i ssues. S ince the interview questions were 
researcher-developed and modeled after those used in the McMi l lan & Reed ( 1 993 )  
contextual study, a pi lot study was  conducted to  field test the  instrument. The  fie ld  testing 
allowed the instrument to be analyzed for c larity and comprehensiveness. All i nterv iews 
were conducted by the researcher and were tape recorded to ensure accuracy in  analysis 
of  the data. 
The principals and the selected teachers were i nterviewed using questions developed 
by the researcher. Questions deal ing with students '  attitudes about the school 
environment were asked of both groups. Teachers were asked to d iscuss teaching 
techniques and pedagogy that they found effective for young B lack males. The principals 
were asked about their phi losophy of education and their leadership where young B lack 
males were concerned. Both principals and teachers were asked questions to try to 
detennine their v iews concerning young African American males and what they thought 
helped and hindered them academical ly .  
Research P lan Revision 
Once a l l  of  the requ ired protocols for conducting the research were sat i sfied, each 
d iv ision was contacted according to the out lined procedures. Letters were sent to the 
appropriate Superintendents and their responses were adhered to. The urban divis ion 
ult imately granted perm ission but the suburban division made requests that would not 
have al lowed a suffic ient number of part ic ipants. 
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Therefore, the original plan for student selection and data col lection needed revis ion .  
One school divis ion decl ined to provide IQ data for the student sample and requested that 
the researcher have contact only with the central office and not with school personne l .  
That decis ion narrowed the  numbers of middle schools providing students for the  sample 
of two schoo ls  i n  one school divis ion.  At a meeting of the urban principals and 
counselors to explain the study and the expected procedures, ful l  cooperation from 
everyone was assured. However, in one of the two schools  selected for the study, the 
counselor later dec l ined to provide the students or infom1ation about them even though 
there had been an agreement that school personnel would cooperate i n  the study. As a 
result of these developments, only one middle school was avai lable to part ic ipate in the 
study. 
Another compl ication was encountered when the counselor of  the part ic ipating school 
chose not to use the criteria for selecting the student sample as described above. This 
dec is ion resulted in a sample of 1 1  students, three of whom were designated as high 
achievers and eight of whom were low achievers . S ince the researcher d id not know the 
students '  c lassi fication until after the interviews had been conducted, this problem was 
not discovered until near the end of the data col lection process. At that point, impending 
deadl ines prevented the researcher from drawing a new sample.  
The smal l  number of students c lassi fied as high achievers meant a val id comparison 
of high and low achievers was not possible .  Consequently, the research design was 
revised to e l iminate references to comparison of groups. The emergent study design is 
described i n  the next sect ion. 
Revised Research Design 
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Since it was no longer possible to answer the original research questions, the decision 
was made to adopt a descriptive design using the data from interviews with the 1 1  
students, 2 middle school principals ,  2 counselors, and 5 teachers. The socio-economic 
status of  each student was ascertained by looking at the nomination form. The counselor 
was asked to provide IQ scores for participants as wel l  as the most recent standardized 
test scores. The IQ scores for each student were not avai lable. Therefore, scores on 
standardized tests were used as a proxy for intel l igence. 
Through the cooperat ion of  the counselor at the school ,  the i nterviews with the 1 1  
students were conducted. The major purpose of gathering these data was to answer the 
quest ion :  Are there factors within the individual, the school and the fami ly  that are 
associated with achievement for B lack middle school male students? A secondary 
purpose was to determine whether the boys in this sample possessed res i l ient traits and, i f  
so, which ones. 
Each boy returned a s igned parental permission form to the counselor and agreed to 
be interviewed. Each interview was taped and later transcribed. The questions asked 
during the interviews are those from the student i nterview format in Appendix E .  The 
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queries were probes that sought infonnation about factors related to academic 
achievement among B lack male adolescents. The first three interviews were used as a 
pi lot study to ascertain  the students' comprehension of the questions.  As there were no 
problems with their understanding, the fonnat was used to conduct further interviews and 
the three p i lot i nterviews were included in  the data. Each interview took approximately 
20 minutes and was conducted in  a room in  the school .  Students were identified only by 
an assigned number.  The researcher did not have access to the students '  last names or 
addresses. After all of  the student interviews were completed, transcripts were prepared, 
comp i led and coded. 
Two principals were interviewed, including the principal of  the non-part ic ipating 
school .  Each principal was asked the same set of  questions ( see Appendix F )  and the 
interviews were tape recorded. Once the principals had been interv iewed, the counselors 
were interv iewed. The uncooperative counselor was also interviewed because of h i s  
experience i n  working with "at-risk" youth . The teacher i nterviews were conducted and 
taped. During each interv iew, notes were taken to enhance gathering data. When the 
interv iews had been completed, a l l  sets of  data were analyzed. 
Data Analys is  
The student, teacher, principal ,  and counselor i nterviews covered three main 
categories :  the school ,  the individual ,  and the fami ly .  Each of  these categories was 
d iv ided i nto sub-categories, which are l i sted in  Table  3 . 1 .  
Table 3 . 1  
Categories o f  Invest igation 
Categories 
Individual Category 
Desire for peer acceptance 
Types of friends 
Social  competence 
Problem solving 




Perceptions of  school experiences 
Family Category 
Presence of father in home 
Number of s ibl ings 
Physical/emotional abuse 
Parents interested i n  boy ' s  schoolwork 
Boy has respons ib i l i t ies  at home 
Parents set standards 
Parents expect boy to fin ish school 
Interview Questions 
I ,  1 6  
1 5 , 1 6  
3 , 6 
5 , 8 
1 2 , 1 4  
6, 7 , 9 
5 , 9 
1 0  
1 0  
1 4 , 1 1  
1 1 , 1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 2  
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The sub-category, sense of purpose, under the individual category was further subdivided 
into c lasses, such as spare time activity or self expectation, which general ly were derived 
from the interv iew questions. Each of these classes was then further divided into topics 
such as l ike school, make better grades, and school importance according to the student 
responses. For example, in  the individual category, question one, which di scussed a 
student ' s  spare t ime act ivit ies, is associated with the sub-category, desire for peer 
acceptance, the c lass i s  spare time activity and topics under this c lass are enjoyed, 
activi ty, and why. 
The transcribed student responses were organized under several sub-categories that 
matched the student i nterv iew fornlat. Also, the responses of the principals, counselors, 
and teachers were organized from the tapes into categories that matched the i nterview 
fornlat. Each student response was coded and assigned a sub-category. The student 
responses were then searched to identi fy any common terms, concepts, or themes within 
these sub-categories and then were compared and related to other responses that appeared 
in  other sub-categories .  Once the relationships of  responses across categories were 
estab l i shed, then a theme was developed from those relationships. For example, a 
student ' s  response to the question whether he i ntended to finish high school was paired 
with the response to the question whether there was a helpfu l  person at school for h im .  
Both  of  these responses, added to his  reported l ik ing of  school and good attendance, led 
to a conclusion about this student ' s  att itudes about school and academic  achievement. 
Indiv idual responses were compared to group responses i n  order to ident ify a pattern that 
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would pernl it a general i zation about the group. These patterns were sorted and compared 
to responses from principals, counselors, and teachers. These compari sons helped to 
enhance students'  responses and also served as a validity check. 
The tapes of  interviews with professionals were played many times to get the essence 
of their thoughts. As with the student responses, principal, counselor, and teacher 
interview responses were coded and then compared to search for simi larit ies and 
commonalt ies .  These responses of educators were categorized into three categories of  the 
study ( individual ,  school, and fami ly) and into five sub-categories, achievement, factors, 
values, d isc ip l ine and peer influence. Each of these sub-categories was further divided 
into c lasses, which in  tum were divided into topics .  For example, the sub-category 
labeled values was broken into the classes of common values, di fferent values, and home 
values. Once the major educator themes were estab l i shed, they were then compared with 
the major  themes from the student data. 
The student data and the professional data were then reviewed together. The two data 
sets were i nvestigated to arrive at an analysis of  al l  the responses and interpret their 
meanings .  These meanings were developed into findings and conclusions, which are 
explained in Chapters 4 and 5 . 
Del imitations 
The study was del imited because of  the size of the population. The population for the 
sample is strict ly male because the study was l imi ted to adolescent African American 
males. Another del imitation was the size of the sample .  The study covered only I I  
students from one school .  S ince the study had a small sample, the analysis may be 
narrow.  As wel l ,  this study was del imited by the nature of the sample .  The partic ipants '  
parents ,  who had granted their pern1 ission, may be di fferent from the parents of the 
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school population, many of whom may not have granted their pern1 ission for their son to 
part icipate. Another possible del imitation was the return of pern1issions from parents .  The 
return numbers were such that some adjustments in selecting part ic ipants were necessary . 
Also, the teachers and other adults who part ic ipated did not know the students who 
part icipated i n  the study, therefore their responses to questions were given in  general 
terms and not spec ifical ly about the boys in this sample .  This study was mainly del imited 
by the w i l l i ngness of others outside the control of the researcher to work toward the goal 
of  completing the original study. 
Chapter IV 
Results 
When it became necessary to redesign the study, the purpose of the research was also 
changed. The original purpose had been to identi fy those factors that influence some at­
risk B lack teen males to pursue academic achievement in spite of  conditions that 
discourage many others . The new purpose was to describe the Ii fe situations of B lack 
male middle school students and to re late the boys' l i fe situations, to the extent possible ,  
to their att itudes about school and academic perfomlance. 
Research and conventional wisdom have identi fied a number of factors that are 
thought to be assoc iated with high academic ach ievement. Among these factors are those 
that relate to the school. the fami ly, and the individual .  Those factors were the categories 
of  interest about which students in the sample were questioned during the interviews. The 
major purposes of  gathering these data were to determine factors that influence these boys 
toward academic achievement and to deteml ine whether the boys in this sample 
possessed resi l i ent trai ts .  This chapter i s  organized into four sections for d iscussion of  the 
results :  the students '  academic perfomlance, the students '  home l i fe, the students' goals 
and the students '  att itude toward academic achievement . A short description of the 
sample  precedes these discussions .  
The students who were interviewed were I I  middle school B lack males.  Al l  of  them 
attended one middle school located within an economical ly depressed area of a mid-s ized 
Southeastem city .  As wel l ,  these students all had at-risk characteristics as defined by the 
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McMi l lan & Reed ( 1 993 )  study and as del ineated by the infom1ation provided by the 
counselor. Each student was an eighth grade student, with eight of  the 1 1  ident i  fled as 
part ic ipants in the federal free and/or reduced lunch program (this i s  nonnal ly an accepted 
barometer for low socio-economic status) .  Table 4 . 1 describes the sample .  
Table 4 . 1 
Description of the Student Sample 
Student # Age Grade Free Lunch Previously retained 
1 3  8 yes 110 
2 1 4  8 yes no 
1 4  8 yes yes 
4 1 3  8 yes no 
1 4  8 yes 110 
6 1 4  8 yes no 
1 4  8 yes no 
8 1 4  NA NA 
9 1 3  8 NA NA 
1 0  1 4  yes no 
I I  1 4  NA NA 
Note. Free lunch and student retention information were provided by their counselor. That information was 
not given for students 8 ,  9 ,  and I I .  
Much o f  the research l iterature about B lack male academic perfonnance has shown 
that a decline in perfonnance happens around the third grade for many B lack American 
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boys. Kunjufu ( 1 98 8 )  cal led i t  the "Fourth Grade Syndrome." Data from Tables 4.2 ,  4 . 3 ,  
and 4 .4  d isplay three sets of data that relate t o  this group ' s  academic  perfom1ance . 
Tabl e  4 . 2  
Comparison of 3'" Grade ( 1 99 5 - 1 996) I owa Test of Basic Ski l l s  Percent i le  Scores with 4'" Grade 
( 1 996- 1 997) and 6'" Grade ( 1 998- 1 999) Stanford 9 Percent i le  Scores 
Student # Math Sc ience H istory Eng l i sh Reading 
4 6 3 4 6 4 6 3 4 6 3 4 6 
5 0  3 2  5 1  42 68 7 1  80 
2 74 7 3  8 9  7 1  80 84 68 6 1  8 9  7 6  5 2  
3 8 6  3 1  5 3  5 3  2 3  
4 5 3  5 9  44 5 8  49 78 5 8  69 
5 5 3  5 5  5 4  4 4  63 74 7 1  6 8  7 8  5 4  7 6  
6 8 5  62 78 38 7 2  5 2  7 8  67 
7 5 3  5 2  5 0  44 34 25 29 2 7  4 2  42 36 
8 62 33 5 4  4 9  3 1  5 3  6 1  3 7  6 6  40 7 1  
9 74 5 0  3 9  2 5  5 0  72 3 1  7 5  1 7  1 0  20 
1 0  Test scores were not avai lable for this student 
1 1  1 6  3 5  1 9  2 2  5 9  2 8  2 9  2 7  2 9  7 1 6  
Note. The Iowa Test o f  Basic S ki l l s  ( ITBS) and the Stanford 9 Achievement Test are nOnTI-
referenced tests; average achievement i s  measured by a score of 5 0  or above . 
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Table 4 . 3  
Student Performance (Scaled Scores) on the 5 '"  Grade ( 1 997- 1 998) Standards o f  Learning (SOL) 
Tests 
302 390 400 392 383  20% 
2 4 1 2  3 90 4 1 3  445 426 80% 
3 SOL Scores were not ava i lable 
4 408 368 4 1 3  445 484 80% 
4 1 2  3 94 406 445 490 80% 
6 424 406 434 434 4 3 3  1 00% 
7 369 3 6 7  3 8 2  3 7 2  4 2 6  20% 
8 400 3 72 4 1 3  434 400 80% 
9 3 64 3 8 3  426 408 4 1 9  60% 
1 0  SOL Scores were not avai lable 
I I  349 3 6 1  360 3 7 2  3 5 6  0 %  
Number 7 6 7 
passing 
Percent 5 6% 1 1 % 78% 67% 78% 
passing 
Note. The column "% Passed" represents the percentage of tests that were passed by each 
student .  
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Table 4 .4  
ReQort Card Grades from 4'" 5'" 6'" 7'" and 8'" Grades 
Student# A B C D F 
4 , 5 , 6 7 4 , 5 , 6 8 4 , 5 ,6  7 4 , 5 ,6 7 8 4 , 5 ,6 7 
0 1 0  0 1 0  6 2 6 1 3  
9 0 1 3  4 0 9 0 0 0 6 
0 0 4 6 0 9 8 
4 4 I I  1 2  0 0 4 0 0 
4 1 6  0 I I  0 0 0 0 
6 1 4  8 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 1 4  6 4 1 1  0 0 7 0 0 4 
8 2 2 1 6  6 9 0 0 7 0 0 4 
9 4 2 3 I I  7 1 0  0 7 0 0 
1 0  2 4 23  0 0 7 0 0 7 
I I  0 0 7 9 4 0 1 1  0 0 
Totals 5 5  2 1  2 6  1 06 43 59  4 1  3 9  1 03 1 3  64 8 52  
Grade Point Average( s )  Grade 4-6 Grade 7 Grade 8 
3 .03 (B) 2 4 5  (C) 1 8 1  (D) 
Note. 'Cells report frequency of each letter grade at each grade level.  Not al l  boys attended school in the 
district continuously, hence the discrepancy in the totals. 
Table 4.2 shows that, of  the nine students for whom one or more third grade ITBS scores 
were avai lable, eight (89%) had scores that were average or above in at least one subject 
area. Only one student (Student # 1  I )  scored below average on all tests. Sixth grade 
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Stanford 9 scores i n  mathematics, English, and reading were avai lable for seven students. 
Of 20 reported scores, nine (45%) were below the 50'10 percent i le .  These figures suggest 
that for this sample academic achievement dec l i ned between the third and sixth grade .  
However, s ince two di fferent tests were involved, care must  be taken in drawing 
conclusions from these data. 
Table  4.2 d isplays the percent i le  scores on two di fferent standardized tests 
admini stered in  the third ,  fourth, and sixth grades. The Iowa Test of  Basic Sk i l l s  ( lTBS)  
covering mathematics ,  science, hi story, Engl ish and read ing was  admini stered in  the  third 
and fourth grades and the Stanford 9 Test covering mathematics,  Engl ish and reading was 
admin istered in  the sixth grade.  A percent i l e  score of 50  on any of  these tests is 
considered average. 
The Stanford 9 Achievement Test was admini stered in both grades 4 and 6 .  A 
comparison of these results as shown in Table 4 .2  yields a more valid comparison of  
changes i n  students '  academic perfomlance over t ime. Thirteen of the  2 1  compari sons 
(62%)  from the fourth to sixth grade on Stanford 9 tests in  mathematics,  Engl ish,  and 
reading showed dec l ines, and eight ( 3 8%) showed increases. However, some of the 
changes from grade 4 to grade 6 were smal l and are educational ly insigni ficant . By 
examining changes of  10 or more percent i le  points ,  a more accurate conclusion i s  
possible. Six scores dropped 10  points or more between fourth and s ix th  grades, whereas 
five showed increases of that magnitude. The remaining 1 0  comparisons varied less than 
1 0  percentile points in either direction. 
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Score variations of 1 0  percent i l e  points or  more between grades 4 and 6 occurred 
most frequently in mathemat ics and reading. Five of the I I  changes of + I 0 or - 1 0  
percent i l e  points were i n  mathematics,  and four were in reading. Only two students had 
scores in  Engl ish that varied by 1 0  or more points . Between grades 4 and 6, these 
findings indicate that the Black male students in this sample performed s l ightly less wel l  
in  the middle school grades as compared to elementary school ,  but their performance was 
not uni formly lower in  a l l  subj ects .  About hal f of the students in this sample showed 
ei ther marked increases or decreases in their achievement test scores over the two year 
period whereas the other hal f of  these students showed s l ight changes in their test scores 
over that t ime .  
Grade retention information was only avai lable for eight of  the II  students ( the same 
three students did not have school lunch data avai lable) .  Only one of the eight had been 
retained. 
Tab le  4.3 disp lays the student performance on the fi fth grade Standards of  Learning 
Tests ( SOL) that  are a state sponsored assessment of  student achievement that  was 
admin i stered to selected grade levels in  all pub l ic  schoo ls in  Virginia .  The SOL are 
criterion-referenced tests in  math, English, science, h istory and reading. A scaled score of 
400 i n  a subj ect area constituted a passing score. SOL scores were not avai l ab le  for 
Students #3 and # 1 0. Student # 1 1 did not pass any of these tests, whereas Student # 6 
passed a l l  of them. Students #2, #4, #5 ,  and #8 passed four of the five tests. Only one 
student ( I I  %) passed the history test, which was somewhat expected because the state 
had not gottcn a sat isfactory correlation between the content and the test. The summary 
shows that h i story and mathematics were the most di fficult tests for these students. One 
student ( I I %) passed hi story and five ( 5 6%) passed mathematics .  
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During the interviews, the students were asked i f  they could make better grades. Ten 
of the I I  rep l ied in the affimlative with one student responding, "At wi l l ! "  Student #3 
responded "No ."  When asked what had stopped him, he repl ied,  "Mostly kids-peer 
pressure . "  He went on to explain, 
Because i t ' s  a whole lot of  people .  Mostly, i t 's l ike when you go down into the 
cafeteria, hal f of  the kids are picking on you. It 's hard to stay away from the people .  
! don ' t  real ly  l ike to p ick on people . ! don ' t  l ike to do i t .  I t ' s  not  neat . 
Student # I I , who did not pass any of the three achievement tests, responded, "Um hum, 
yep ."  When asked why didn ' t  he, the response was, "It ' s  l ike ! told you about being 
stubbom; I l ike didn ' t  do my work unti l  I saw my report card at the end of first semester. 
That ' s  when ! changed i t  around and brought my grades up some. Student # 1 0  said, 
Man, ! make good grades; i t ' s  j ust certain sUbj ects . . .  ! brought my grade up in  the 
c l ass .  I t ' s  l ike ! only got one bad grade i n  the c lass; ! brought my grade up and I 
know I can do better though. 
F ive of the boys d id not offer any comment other than an affirmative answer. 
Table 4.4 d i splays the report card grades attained by the sample in the 4th , 5 th , and 6th 
grades combined in addit ion to those of the 7 th grade and 8 th grade up to the time the data 
were gathered. The 7 th and 8th grade years are the last two years of  middle school i n  th is 
di stric t .  Each student except Studcnt #6 had a noticeablc increase in the grades of "D" 
and "F" for the last two years . There was a corresponding decl ine in the number of  A ' s  
and 8 ' s  for a l l  students except # 6 .  These grades, which are those earned in classrooms 
and awarded by the teachers, also support two facts. The first is that these boys have 
proven that they possess the abi l i t ies to perfornl at a sat isfactory academic  leve l .  The 
second i s  that the data have shown that as the boys progressed beyond the thi rd/fourth 
grade levels, a s l ight decl ine in perfornlance was observed. 
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The group of  boys that comprised the sample for this study had shown academic  
success i n  their earl ier school years. As  a group, they possessed the  confidence that they 
could make better grades if a decision was made to do so. The one student, Student #3 ,  
who spoke of  peer pressure stopping him, had not  sa id  that he was wi thout the  abi l i ty to  
make better grades. I n  fact, i f  h i s  data in the  tables were analyzed, h is  abi l i ty was  evident, 
espec ia l ly  in the report card grade data. 
The boys were questioned about their home si tuations to determine some of  the 
c i rcumstances i n  which they l ived. There were interview questions that asked them about 
their fami l ies and their at-home responsib i l i t ies and whether home responsib i l i t i es were 
of benefit to them. Table 4.5 describes the home conditions of this sample .  
Previous research has shown that the fami ly  dynamics,  whether posi t ive or negative, 
affected a boy ' s  academi c  success .  The number of fathers or men who resided in  their 
homes was another important aspect under considerat ion .  Ten of  the youngsters reported 
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that they d id not have a father l iving in t he  home. Only one boy, Student #7 ,  had both 
natural parents, "My mom and dad, and five si sters ." 
Table 4 . 5  
Home Conditions of Students in the Study Sam[lle 
Student# Single Sibl ings #At home Parentlhome Chores Helpful person 
parent re lationship 
Yes Yes Grandfather/Good Yes GfatherlFiance 
2 Yes Yes Mother/Gmother/Good Yes Mother 
Yes Yes 6 Mother/Live In*/Good Yes S isterlBrother 
4 Yes Yes Mother/Gmother/Fair Yes Not Really 
Yes Yes 6 Friend of Mother/Good Yes Caregiver 
6 No Yes 6 Both Parents/Good Yes Sister in HS 
7 Yes Yes 6 Mother Yes Mother/Sister 
Yes Yes Mother/Good Yes Mother/Brother 
9 Yes No MotherlFair Yes Mother 
1 0  Yes Yes Mother/Good Yes Sis/Mom/Dad 
I I  Yes Yes Grandmother Yes Grandmother 
Note. The number o f  siblings at home includes the students in the sample .  This figure includes al l  brothers 
and/or sisters, regardless of age, who lived in the same household as the interviewee . The *in "Parent" 
column denotes homes where there is a live-in fiancee. All siblings denoted in the "Helpful Person" 
column are older siblings.  
The other families had six mothers who were caregivers, one "mother" i s  a best fri end 
because the natural mother i s  deceased. All of the boys, except Student #9, reported that 
they had s ib l ings who l ived with them. When questioned about who l ived with them, 
some of  the responses were 
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I .  I l ive with my grandfather. And he 's  getting ready to get married so I 'm l iving with 
h i s  fiancee too . .  We're al l  l iving together. Some um . .  1 l ive with them and um . . 1 used to 
live with my aunt and my cousin, but he wasn ' t  nothing to me . .  Yeah, 1 have one hal f-
si ster, . Brothers, 1 have and 
2 .  My brother used to l ive with me and um . .  that ' s  when 1 l ived with and 
not __ . . . . My grandma was al ive then. So, 1 left those two and __ moved in with my 
mom and _ .  She wants to get all of  us .  
I l ive with my grandma, my mother and l i t t le brother. 
I live with my mother. She 's  engaged to this man. My o ldest brother j ust moved back 
down here. 
3. My mother . . (D iscussing sibl ings) One on my mother ' s  side and a brother and a 
sister on my daddy ' s  side. 
M any of  the boys had s ib l ings who l ived at home though most fami l ies were non­
tradit ional ones. All of  the chi ldren within a household were related, having at least one 
parent i n  common. Because of  the d iversity in  the types of  fami l ies, i t  i s  likely that some 
of  the students had experienced periods of  instab i l ity during their l i fetime, but not 
presently .  As well, each boy reported that he had responsibi l i t ies or chores to perform. 
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I .  Let me see. Wash c lothes, sometimes I cook, but that ' s  not real ly a chore, c lean my 
room, wash di shes, and I have to say in some cases i t  i s  helpfu l .  I f  l ike the vacuum 
c leaner, if you ' re trying to ignore somebody, all you have to do is  vroom, vroom, vroom . 
2 .  We al l  c lean the kitchen, c lean our dishes. I c lean my room and j ust straighten up 
l ike .  
3 .  That ' s  i t .  (Discussing whether i t  i s  helpfu l . )  C lean up my act because everything 
else i s  avai  lab le .  
4 .  C lean up my bed . . .  They (chores) broaden my horizon and they g ive me more 
insight .  
5 .  C lean up my room, wash di shes, help them cut the grass .  
6 .  I have a lot of  chores. Wel l ,  you  know, my room of course or whatever, j ust l ike 
wash the dishes, take out the trash,  c lean up c lothes and take them back, you know, 
um . . .  then sometimes . .  oh yeah I l ike to help fix  stuff, plumbing and al l  that, you know, 
basical ly .  
A l l  of  the boys had the responsibility of  c leaning their  rooms. Most  of  the youngsters had 
a positive comment about how the responsibi l ities were helpfu l  to them although a few 
did not. 
I .  No. Cause a lot of  times it don' t  got nothing to do with al l  the things l ike math, 
English and stuff l ike that. 
2 .  With school? No. 
3. Yes. Show me I can respect others j ust l ike I respect myse lf  at home. 
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4. Yeah, s o  you won ' t  b e  lazy. 
5. Yes, to be responsible ,  l ike to do what you need to do. 
Six boys responded that their parents were stricter than their friends' parents .  Three said 
their parents were not as strict .  
I .  More str ict .  Ah, l ike when I say al l  . .  I l ike . . .  I ike my friends '  parents let them do 
j ust about anything. But my parents . .  no, you gotta do everything before you ever think 
about doing anything. 
2 .  I think more strict .  Cause when I do something that ' s  not r ight ,  she always makes 
me do better. 
3. I th ink she ' s  less. Yeah . She ' s  fair . We agree on some things. 
4 .  Less.  Yes. 
5. More about school .  She's more strict about school .  She's always there. She always 
lets me stay back to learn stuff after school .  My curfew i s  l ike I OPM and my friends kind 
of  stay out;  I come in  the house. 
6 .  More stric t .  (S igh)  She needs to know where I am . She won ' t  let me stay out too 
late . Just like normal, I guess. 
7. M ines i s  more. ( In what way?) They wel l .  . I ' m  not sure. My aunt i s  into discipl ine .  
My aunt loves discipl ine .  
When questioned whether their parents visited school on a regular basis, seven 
students responded in the affirmative. Visits ranged from infrequently to frequently .  Four 
boys responded that their parents did not visit the school .  
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I. Sometimes.  He (grandfather) comes somet imes. Yeah, every now and then he does. 
He tries real ly hard, because of  h is  job, you know. But for him to come he'd have to take 
a day off from work . 
2. No.  My mom used to come to most of the parent/teacher conferences, but because 
of her work schedule,  she can ' t  come. 
3. Yes.  Ah, every four or five days. 
4 .  Quite often. Yeah, yeah . Like parent/teacher conference. Um l ike they go to 
meet ings parent/teacher conference and l ike . .  ( PTA?) Yeah, ah yeah . Right . What is 
i t  . .  I ike every chance they get. Like awards day for the whole year. 
5. My dad ( does not reside with student) comes more, though; my dad contacts the 
school more. 
6 .  H e  calls up here to check on me somet imes. ( How often?) Whenever my teachers 
need to talk to h im .  
7 .  Yes .  Probably once a month. 
The investigat ion into the future goals that students possessed for themselves centered 
upon their expectat ions .  A l l  of  the students had definit ive ideas for future goals .  Ten boys 
be l ieved that they would and should graduate from high schoo l .  The other said, 
I ' m  not going to say that I expect to, but I 'm going to try. ( Why?) Wel l ,  I know 
sometime how I can be.  I f  I am not constantly . . I f someone i s  not constant ly on me, 
not a l l  the t ime but you know, sometimes if I 'm having an off day, if they ' re not 
constantly on me, you know, I ' l l  kind of  drift off. 
The same ten students who were positive they would graduate from high school 
expressed a strong desire to continue their education beyond high school in a col lege or 
university with four boys indicating that law interested them. The one student who 
expressed reluctance about high school graduation said, 
I .  I have a few things in my mind. Like I want to narrow i t  down as I get o lder. I ' ve 
always wanted to be a cop on street patro l .  And I ' ve always wanted to be in  the FBI  
investigations; you know, sometimes I l ike  puzzling chal lenges. So I wanted to be a 
cartooni st because I can draw. 
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2. Um. Hopeful ly ,  I ' m  going to be a lawyer and, yes, education i s  necessary to do i t .  
3 .  I want  to be an archi tect and I think that education i s  very important .  I t  w i l l  affect 
my career because if I don ' t  get a good education in math, maybe science, or whatever, 
then I ' m  not going to be able  to fol low my career goals. 
4.  When I leave school ,  I think I 'm  gonna go to col lege and try to be a football 
p layer . . .  I f ! don ' t  go to the pros, I ' l l  think about working; I ' l l  try to be an astronaut and 
i f ! don ' t  do that, I ' l l  have to be a wrestler or something. 
5. I p lan to go to col lege and try to get a law degree. 
Although several professions were discussed, five boys had mentioned some type of 
career that ' s  l aw related. Two boys were undecided about careers but were committed to 
col lege. The other professions discussed were computer special ist ,  e lectrical engineer, 
engineer/architect and architect. 
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The attitudes o f  this sample toward academic achievement included the 
aforementioned data in addit ion to the fol lowing data generated by questions concerning 
helpfu l  teachers, peer relationships and l iking school .  The attitude toward academic  
achievement i s  related to the  boys' attitude toward the  school and who helped them whi le  
they were there. As wel l ,  according to the schoo l ' s  data, the boys ' attendance ranged from 
good to excel lent with one student who had poor attendance ( see Table  4 .6 ) .  
Table 4 . 6  
Student Attendance for the 2000·200 I School Year (Until June I ,  200 I )  
Student # Days Present Days Absent % Present Days Tardy 
1 34 3 1  8 1 . 2 1 %  7 3  
1 64 99 .39% 
1 4 5  1 5  90.63% 36 
4 1 5 8 96 . 34% 0 
1 63 98 .78% 0 
6 1 5 7 9 5 . 1 5% I I  
7 1 62 98 . 1 8% 
1 65 0 1 00 .00% 
9 1 66 7 95 .95% 
1 0  1 73 6 96 .64% 4 
I I  1 59 6 96 .36% 
Note. The total days of attendance varies because the school disseminated infonnation to the researcher at 
different times. 
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Al l  of  the boys responded that they generally l iked school .  No one responded that he did 
not l ike school at a l l .  When directly asked about school the answers varied:  
I .  I t 's interesting. Actual ly, i t  depends on who you are. For me, school is ,  l ike uh, i t ' s  
sort o f  l ike a maze . You start ou t  a t  the  beginning and there are some easy choices to  
make. Then you ge t  deeper into the  maze and there are a l i tt le more twi sts and tangles 
than you expected. Then you get towards the end, you are happy that you are out. 
2. It has been fun .  I ' ve been going here since the seventh grade. I moved from 
3 .  ( What made it fun?)  The teachers . 
4. I t ' s  important to do good in school and i t ' s  a l l  right, but sometimes I don ' t  l ike 
coming here .  ( Why?) I don ' t  l ike it when they give me homework on the week-ends and 
stuff, but most of the time I forget all about it. Sometimes I have important things to do 
on weekends. 
5. Excel lent. I t ' s  great . I love i t .  
6 .  F i rst day of  the s ix th  grade, I wasn ' t  real ly used to be ing around, I don ' t  want to  
use this word, but be ing around th is  type of  people .  But as  a kid I went to __ . I t ' s  a 
whole d ifferent atmosphere. It kinda took me a l i tt le while to adj ust . Then urn . .  you 
know after that, I j ust d id the best that I could. 
7. It 's fun because i t ' s  right here where I l ive at and I don ' t  have to worry about going 
nowhere that I don ' t  know nobody. 
8 .  I t ' s  a good school ;  I l ike the teachers. They help me a lot .  
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Most of  the boys expressed that i t  was important for them to do wel l  in schoo l .  
Likewise, each of them reported that there were teachers whom they l iked and they talked 
about why they l iked these teachers . It i s  apparent that the good feel ings these boys have 
expressed about the teachers were reflected by their attitudes about schoo l .  When 
questioned about those teachers the responses were posit ive: 
I .  I ' d  say Ms. __ , my reading teacher. ( Why?) Because, you know, she thinks about 
you not j ust about the work or about herself. If you ' re having a problem, she ' l l  l i sten to 
what you have to say. She 's  not rude. She's very polite and courteous .  She ' l l  help if you 
ask. She ' l l  always answer your questions. She ' l l  lend you a penc i l .  She won ' t  j ust say 
you never come without a penc i l .  She won ' t  do that. She ' l l  real ly l i sten to your opinions 
and if you have something to d iscuss with her, she ' l l  s i t  down and l i sten. 
2. She ' s  very, very nice. 
3. My h istory teacher, Mr. __ . He  stays back after school and I can go to h im on a 
certain topic .  Urn. H e  understands. And he can joke around with you at the appropriate 
time and stuff like that. 
4 .  All my teachers. They been teaching me the things I need to know. They don ' t  say 
some-thing and I have to do it; they j ust teach i t  to me and they explain i t  better i f !  need 
help . . .  
5 .  Teaching a hard subj ect l ike h istory. That ' s  the kind of  person I could look up to .  
6. My math teacher, Mr. 
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He ' s  letting me help do everything and coming to you 
and help you and he ' l l  always encourage you to come and stay after school for more 
help . . .  
7 .  I l ike that he don ' t  never get mad at you or stuff l ike that and yel l at you al l  the 
t ime.  
8 .  Teachers . A bunch of them . Some of them give me advice.  They helped me 
improve my study habits .  
The relat ionship that has existed between young B lack boys,  their peers and academic  
achievement has  been wel l  documented. The  vast majority of  the  research l iterature has 
suggested that negat ive peer pressure (peer pressure exerted against academic  success) 
has been a major influence on the lack of academic success of Black males. The boys in 
this sample were questioned about their peers; first ,  why they did not achieve in  school 
and second, how their friendships occurred . In the fol lowing responses, the numbers I 
and 2 in each set of statements assigned the two answers to the same student . 
1 .  I ' d  have to say obvious situations. (Please explain) Wel l  i f  you ' re . . .  you probably 
already heard of  th is  a lot but i f  you ' re walking down the street or you ' re walking down 
the hall or j ust i n  the c lassroom sitting down, and someone comes up to you and says, 
'Why are you wearing that? '  You know, ' Why you look l ike that? '  You urn . . .  say, 'I l ike 
the way th is  looks , '  or say, ' I  don' t  know, but I 'm okay with al l  that . '  Say that sounds 
sort a geeky, me  myself !  guess I ' d  be okay cause people. Sometimes I ' l l  try to put up a 
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bad b ig  boy act  but  sometimes i f  I know i t ' l l  ge t  me in  trouble or something l ike that I ' l l  
j ust try t o  i gnore the person . .  
2 .  Some of them don ' t  make good grades and some of them do. I try not to put 
anybody out by how they do. Sometimes it i s  not a select ion, .  I t  j ust happens. 
They continued with a second response, 
I .  I guess they ain ' t  got no home training. 
2 .  It don ' t  make no d ifference. I select them. 
Students provided a third response, 
I .  Because they always try to impress girls and stuff. Then they try to get girls more 
than doing their work . Act l ike they are better than everybody. ( P lease explain) Yep. 
They always talk about people that do their work, most of  the t ime. You know how they 
are. 
2. No,  i t  doesn ' t  matter. I select some of them . Some of them j ust come like that. We 
j ust meet each other and start becoming friends. 
Each student provided fourth responses, 
I .  They don ' t  study enough, have not studied enough and they don ' t  want to stay in 
front of  a book for a teacher. 
2. Me. (They select you?) Um hm. (Why?) Maybe because I ' m  an outgoing person .  I 
l ike to smi le when I do wel l .  I don ' t  want to be c losed, you know to myse lf, not see 
anything, not talk. I l ike to relate, communicate. 
Students l ast  responses are, 
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I .  They don ' t  care. Oh, I mean they do care about their futures, but i t ' s  l ike they don ' t  
care t o  take the step t o  actual ly get i t  and eam i t .  S o  i t ' s  l ike laziness. They j ust don ' t  
wanna work, bu t  they want t he  resu l t .  
2 .  To me, I don ' t  care. Friends are fri ends. I f  they have something to offer, then i t ' s  
supreme. Whether that person does good or  bad does not affect me. 
Attitudes toward anyth ing, especia l ly school and academic achievement, have 
posit ive ly affected these boys. The overal l  att itude of this sample toward academic  
success appeared healthy, although school for some of these boys may have been more of 
a soc ia l  experience. The friends this group associated wi th  appeared to be a mix of  good 
and ordinary students .  
When the interv iews with the educators were conducted, each one a l luded to the 
effect of  peers upon a student, part icularly a B lack male that was trying to achieve 
academica l ly .  Throughout the separate interv iews, the principals spoke of the influence or 
effect of  their peers upon Black male students as well as their attitude toward academic  
achievement. One principal spoke about B lack males who had been successful  in  th i s  
manner, 
Also,  I find that there are s ign i  ficant peers in  the l ives of  successful students .  Those 
students who are successful  have gained the ski l l  of  selecting, I call them friends, 
peers, to assoc iate with that have l ike values and l ike interests. Many times, I find 
that they compete with each other. 
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The other principal offered this thought, "[  think they al l  . .  they are soc iable .  They l ike to 
be with the group but yet ,  sti l l ,  the achievers do not mind stepping forward out of  the mix 
of the average or below average achiever." He added, 
There are times when these young successful  achievers are ostracized by their peers, 
be-caused they have focus, they have goals, they have aspirations and a lot of  t imes 
the other folks sort of  look down on them because they are aspiring to be 
successfu l .  . .  i t 's a tough task to walk that l ine of being an achiever versus a non-
achiever and convince other young people that, "Hey, you can do i t  too ." 
When questioned whether the ir  school populations had any B lack male achievers, both 
principals responded affirmatively. This question was designed to ascertain if the head of 
e ither school recognized the capab i l i ti es and attitudes of their B lack males. The principals 
spoke of  high achieving boys as having strong influences emanating from their homes. 
Both principals mentioned the influence that was exerted by a significant adult, whether a 
parent or a mentor. 
I believe all of  them have a s ignificant individual in  their lives. I call them 
significant adults who serve as a, I hate to use the word role m odel, but a role  model ,  
as a motivating factor or a motivating person . . .  Many times and most times i t  i s  the 
parents who they want to please. I find the parents who are nurturing to those 
students are the ones who gain the greatest amount of  success because the students 
strive to p lease those parents. 
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The other principal answered this way, " . .  then they have that fami ly  structure, 
ah . . .  someone at home. It may not have to be just the home, but a church organization, or 
it may be the Boys' Club that have inst i l led some desire into a person." This principal 
also indicated that he bel ieved that some of these boys are more influenced by their 
everyday existence and the need for the basics of survival rather than a desire for an 
education.  Additional ly,  he said, " I bel ieve very strongly that they l ive in the community 
but the community does not have to l ive in them." This is meant to emphasize the 
economic  situations, which many of  these students have l ived in. Many of  their 
environments have bred poverty and crime and he has expressed h is  thought that h i s  
students do not  necessari ly part ic ipate in the  negatives that constantly surround them. 
D uring the teacher interv iews, the d iscussions did not directly address the student 
attitudes toward academic  achievement. Nonetheless, their comments gave some ins ights 
as to why achievement of  some boys was evident. Ironically, their comments flowed with 
those of  administrators ' .  
I .  I bel ieve a l l  k ids can b e  successfu l  i f  they are put in  a successfu l  environment . 
2. Some have been neglected, I had push at home from my parents, these kids don ' t  
have that . 
3 .  I bel ieve most of them can succeed, maybe earl ier in their l ives they did not have 
that posit ive role  model that they can see in  the male teachers here. Also, i t  is my bel ief 
that if  you constantly te l l  a chi ld that they are dumb, stupid  and that they wi l l  not  be 
anything, they begin to bel ieve that. I ' ve seen that a whole lot in some of these young 
men . . .  so then i t  gives them nothing to look forward to, so to speak. 
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4 .  So many of  these chi ldren do not have support at home and then they come to the 
schools and they don ' t  want to leam and early on, they are social ly promoted . .  it also 
creates that vict imhood, that they are a vict im, so, ' I ' m  going to b lame someone else for 
a l l  my shortcomings . '  
The teachers also thought that most B lack males succeeded i f  they had the w i l l  t o  do 
so.  When asked about what they did in  their c lassrooms to help these boys become 
successfu l ,  the responses varied. One teacher talked about being a ro le model for them 
and held some d iscussions about success with them . 
I .  I guess j ust being myse lf.  I have to give them the opportunity to want to be 
successfu l .  When they see a B lack male in the front of  the c lassroom, that ' s  ah, ah . .  a 
reason they would want to be successfu l .  We have a d iscussion on being successfu l  as 
males in genera l .  
2 .  I j ust come in  and do the best  job I can do and try to g ive them a posit ive role  
mode l .  
3 .  Regardless of  what background you come from, i f  you want, I came from the 
proj ects right here i n  ____ Court ,  you can be i f  you choose to. 
4 .  I don ' t  look at the color of a chi ld ' s  skin .  I ' m  here to teach al l  of  the chi ldren 
regardless and hopefully they ' l l  be successfu l .  I try to give them some everyday 
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scenarios about what goes on in the real world and what they need . Hopeful ly ,  they heed 
i t .  
Throughout the i r  interviews, each counselor int imated that Black male  students who 
experienced academic success had an adult support system . The boys ' counselor 
suggested that the students '  att itudes toward themselves, their sel f esteem, were vital  to 
their academic  achievement. During her interview, she indicated that she thought that 
unsuccessfu l  Black males were without positive adul t  support nor did they desire 
academic success. She said, "Chi ldren can be successful  i f  they are shown the correct 
support system. Successfu l  students have parents who hand down values. The adu l t ' s  
v i ew of  a ch i ld  i s  very influential i n  how that ch i ld  sees himself. "  The  second counselor, 
who works at a d i fferent school ,  was interv iewed also. This counselor suggested that the 
unsuccessfu l  male student did not part ic ipate in the many act iv ities and/or programs that 
schools  o ffered to strengthen academics .  As wel l ,  he bel ieved the home also affected 
perfomlance. He said, "With encouraging parents, who may mostly be single mothers, the 
students part icipate i n  act iv i t ies such as the tutoring offered in the publ ic  housing. Some 
students have no encouragement at home." 
There seemed to be a general optimism from a l l  interviewees that B lack males at the 
middle school could achieve. A good attitude toward achievement was evident in this 
sample .  Additional ly ,  the professionals fel t  that an academical ly successful boy was 
supported by a strong adult structure, either by parents or a significant other. From the 
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boys ' responses evidence existed that the peop le i n  their homes had been involved i n  their 
schoo l ing.  
When asked what factors at  home influenced B lack males to achieve, one counselor 
reported, "A strong fami ly  unit, and it does not have to be a traditional fami ly  unit ;  that 
makes a ch i ld  fee l  good. When the child feels good about himself, there are positive 
effects for the school and community." The other counselor a l luded to parents who are 
not strong as he responded to the same question, "Parents must help. They cannot pimp 
out .  They can not al low non-part ic ipation by their sons in the after school programs of  the 
school or community." He then suggested that, "More of the c lassroom teachers need to 
take on the ro le of  a mother or a father and should not fear what i s  said by others ."  When 
asked a very s imi lar question about home factors that influence academic achievement, 
some of the teachers gave these comments, 
I .  I think the same factors you find in any strong home in America, regardless of  race;  
probab ly strong fami ly  values,  ah . .  work ethic ,  you ' re probably not supposed to say this ,  
I don ' t  care what rel igion, but some rel igious foundation. I think al l  these things would 
lead a chi ld to be successfu l .  
2 .  Sometimes parents do not  have a strong educational background. Usual ly parents 
that are educated or have done well in l i fe, usual ly their chi ldren somewhat fol low behind 
them. A lot of  t imes, when I think a parent i s  not educated the chi ldren have a tendency 
not to push education. 
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3 .  One of those things,  also observation, you know, I observed some things in  my 
house-hold that made me want to go on to some better things. I have brothers and si sters 
who bare ly have a high school education and I kind of know where I put that. So, j ust 
observing and seeing how their l ives turned out, i t  motivates you in  a sense. I mean you 
see fai l ure and you want to succeed . Likewise, if you see success you want to succeed 
too ' 
4. A lot o f  t imes, after a certain age in a chi ld,  some of the kids want to bond with us, 
look for guidance from us and don ' t  know how to ask to bond with us .  And i t ' s  l ike I 
once said 10 the kids in the c lass, ' Some of you know where I am every day and don ' t  
know where your one  father i s .  I w i l l  be here tomorrow when you come here . . . we can 
bond." 
The principals were queried with the same question, which was asked of  the 
counselors and teachers . Their responses were not exactly those of the other professionals 
but the contextual nature of their comments echoed those others. 
I th ink the strongest component of  their l ives, that real ly  sets the d i fference, is the 
home, the parents and the quality of the parenting that the parents do.  Example, the 
parent who provides space for homework, checks homework, cal ls the school,  comes 
by  the school to d ialogue with the teachers and principals frequently, that child i s  
going t o  have a stronger obl igation t o  d o  what i s  required. 
He continued, 
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When home i s  a l i terate environment, meaning that there are magazines around, 
newspapers, books, novel s, journals-notes that people take-and they need to . .  when 
they see momma and daddy reading that i s  a value that you can ' t  tel l ,  you have to do 
it . You know, i t ' s  do as I do. When the student sees momma and daddy reading then 
they know then that reading i s  important .  
He  suggested that if parents were educated and talked intel l igently or c iv i l  around the 
house that that behavior may be dupl icated by the chi ldren. This posit ion was supported 
by l i terature that addressed this idea (Mincy, 1 994; Hrabowski ,  1 996) .  The other principal 
spoke from his experiences. His position paral leled and supported the previous principal . 
He commented, 
The factor in the home i s  a strong adult role  model whether i t  be a female or a male 
role model .  I have some homes where young people are coming out of  and there i s  
no male fi gure in  them,  it i s  grandmother, the  mother and they are extremely 
successful .  They can make i t .  So,  I think i t ' s  that strong influence from home. 
There were no questions on any of  the educators ' formats that directly addressed student 
future goals or ambitions. However, during some of  the interviews, a few educators ' 
comments touched briefly upon these areas as they related them to the questions. When 
asked what he saw in his male popUlation that influenced them to be achievers, the 
principal of this sample responded, 
All of our students like things. They like the prompts that they see money buy. 
Money buys cars, money buys fine c lothes, money buys houses, money buys tickets 
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to events. So obviously, these are things the students want. There are students in our 
popu lation who seemingly have no income, the parents have l i tt le or no income, they 
seem to acquire these things. They become suspect, we look on them as questionable 
characters. ' How did they get a l l  this money to get these things, mother has no job, 
father has no job? '  We understand that side.  But the other side is ,  when we are able 
to promote, I ' l l  use the word professionalism, I ' l l  talk about some professional 
careers, such as we have, they do look up to principals, they sti l l  look up to 
teachers . . .  they real ize they do not have to break the law to have some of these 
things. 
This principal bel ieved that many of h is  B lack male students begin to set some goals 
because of the material benefits of professional I i  fe. Therefore, the l i fe of the street may 
lose its al lure for many of  those boys. The other principal responded to another question 
but gave a s imi lar answer. He  said, 
The high ach ievers w i l l .  . .  you can sell them 'The Dream," (the American Dream), 
ah . . .  and they wil l  buy "The Dream" a lot quicker than the non-achievers. You can 
show them, take them out somewhere and show them another l i festyle and you can 
begin to i mpress upon them that there is a l i festyle that they might be able  to achieve 
if they would apply themselves. And once they decide that this i s  something that 
they would like to have for themselves and that this is achievable for them, it makes 
it ,  i t  makes l i fe a lot easier for them because they have a goal that ' s  out there. They 
have, they see that there are ways to get there and there are steps that must be taken. 
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They j ust can ' t  j ump from here across the  fence to  success, that they must go  step by  
step. 
As well, some of  the teachers gave their thoughts as they responded to d i  fferent 
questions. One teacher added this comment while answering a question about achievers 
and disc ipl ine :  
I once overheard a conversation between an admini strator and a student. The 
admin istrator asked the student, ' Why do you l ike that  guy?'  The chi ld pretty much 
said ,  'He  i s  more l ike me "  This was a B lack chi ld ta lk ing about a White man . Again, 
i t ' s  j ust that perception that Black males have of people. I guess the kid saw himself 
doing some of  the same things as he got older whereas he didn ' t  see that in  a B lack 
role  model . 
Another teacher responded to a question about motivat ion with this thought :  
That goes back t o  what I was saying earl ier about j ust seeing, observing things 
around home. They see things in  their own neighborhood that are not exactly what 
you would want to have for yourself. You know, I think that it is a motivating factor 
j ust to see some of  that stuff, knowing what happens to people i n  general when they 
decide they want to sell drugs, to tum to a life of crime and so forth. We have a lot of 
students who are that perceptive and they say, 'That ' s  not the route I want to go. ' So, 
they look for possible things to participate in. 
It is  obvious that these educators have perceived that the students ' environment has 
opened their visions to begin to develop some positive models or directions for the future. 
According to some other teachers. some of the students had short term goals of playing 
school sports. However. the division ' s  Superintendent had initiated an academic 
requirement for students who played. Those students must pass math, science and English 
plus three other courses. The teachers also spoke anout somc of their observations where 
Black males did not have a vision for their futures. One teacher said. 
You keep bringing up this "achiever" and I think we keep missing some words of 
(unintelligible). We have Black kids who really think they are going to be successful 
selling drugs and that 's  a high achievement for them because they say, ' I  can take 
care of my family . I don 't  need an education · . . .  A lot of them don't  see academics as 
a way out. They Just say. ' I 'm going to school because my parents send me. I 'm 
going to  school until I get  17 then I ' ll drop out. ' They have no real interest in  it 
because they are from areas where academics is not a main topic. 
The teacher added. 
Why do I need to produce, why do I need to achieve when I 'm living in a country 
where the news media already has said what ' s  going to happen to me, even with an 
education') Is education more important than me surviving in my family. because I 
don ' t  get a degree, does it keep me from being successful in other things I could do') 
We have too many things coming to our kids now, anywhere from Hip-Hop to guys 
dropping out of col lege after one year and becoming mi l l ionaires. They can put that 
in your face, they say, ' Iverson did great, he went to jai l ,  he went to the pros and he 
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i s  a mult i -mi l l i onaire . '  That perception from the  media, a l l  of i t  plays a large ro le in  
how they are educated . 
Neither counselor spoke concerning the students' future goals .  Each of them 
responded directly to the asked questions and they did not expound much upon any point. 
However, the sample ' s  counselor had written comments about each student on the 
nomination forn1s .  A comment such as "motivated," "interested," "enthusi astic," or "self-
motivated" was interpreted as the student exhibiting a h igh level of goal oriented deeds. 
She designated four students as "avid readers" as wel l  as some other posit ive expressions 
about these boys. These comments, along with other data, have provided some insight 
into the academic attitudes of  this sample .  There also were comments about students who 
were not i dent ified in  such positive terms .  This counselor described five boys as students 
who had earned low or fair grades. The rest of them were described as having good or 
average grades. None of  the I I  students had exc lusively negative comments .  Each boy 
had at least one posit ive comment from this counselor. 
When questioned whether their B lack male students had the capab i l ity to achi eve, 
teachers gave these responses, 
I .  Well ,  again ,  coming from what I said earli er about myse l f, I see a lot of  myse lf  in 
the students because of  where I come from and my l i fe and, the hard work I put into it. 
And, I bel ieve that all kids can be motivated enough to be successful if they're put into a 
successful environment. So therefore, that ' s  why I bel ieve they can ach ieve. 
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2 .  Al l  t h e  kids I see I don ' t  feel have t he  ski l l s  t o  succeed, a t  this stage of t he  game. 
Because some of  them have been neglected so far in their l ives they are so far behind 
right now they' re in middle school and reading on the third grade level . They don ' t  have 
the push at home. Unfortunately, there are some that I see that are doomed to fai l ,  i t ' s  sad 
to say, but i t ' s  true.  
3 .  Most of  the kids succeed i f  they have the wil l  to do so. I t  might not be in  school .  A 
lot of them don ' t  l ike school .  I t ' s  kind of l ike our j ob is to kind of motivate them to want 
to be a l i t t le  bit more educated. Not so much everything i s  not "street" all the time. I 
real ly  be l ieve most of them can succeed . 
The princ ipals were also asked i f  their schools had B lack male achievers. Each responded 
with an affim1ative answer. Their responses were, 
I .  Absolutely we do. In  fact, we have more B lack males in  our school who are 
successfu l  than we have B lack males who are not successful academic achievers. 
2. The answer is yes. Yes and the factors that I ,  not scient ific  of  course, just my 
observation as to what factors, may be the background or the reason for the success of 
these young African Americans. Ah, one, I think, i s  an innate desire to be successful ,  to 
be someone, to have some i nner drive that they want to escape the s ituations which they 
are now a part of. So that ' s  something they bring with them. Many of them bring that 
with them when they come . . .  some we have to encourage. 
It was apparent that the professional educators thought that a student ' s  attitude toward 
achievement was strongly related to his innate desire for success. Within the context of 
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operat ing their schools. these educators have seen good students who have not fu l ly 
achieved. students who want to achieve but  lack the ski l l s  and the motivat ion.  However, 
they do bel ieve that one can achieve i f he wants to work at i t .  
SummalY 
The data presented in th is chapter were derived from taped interv iews with I I  Black 
middle school males. Three of these students were identi fied as academic achievers by 
their counselor and the other eight were c lassi fied as low achievers . The boys ' principal 
and fivc teachers in  the school were interviewed. as were another middle school principal 
and a counselor who worked at the same middle schoo l .  
As a resu lt of  these taped interv iews and the  written counselor comments, five  tables 
were constructed to d isplay the data. Al l  of  the tables reported findings related to the 
three main types of categories in this study ( i ndividual ,  school and fami ly) .  The tables 
describe the sample of students both as individuals and as a group. In d isp laying 
infonnat ion about the individuals such as age, grade, achievement and goals, a picture of 
the sample as students i s  given. The infonnation about the  fami ly  showed whether the 
boys have a "tradi t ional" type of fami ly  or some other type of fami ly  structures. They 
also showed fami ly  economic status as well as fami l ial relationships among some other 
things. The school type of  data deals with the potential  for and attainment level of 
academic  achievement. 
The interviews with students attempted to gain insights into the thoughts of  these 
students about the t hree variables .  The students were not overly open or talkative during 
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these interv iews .  Some students gave re latively short answers ; some others gave answers 
that were tangential to the real questions. However, all of the students were jovial and 
fri end ly .  
The boys in this sample have characteri stics and c ircumstances that would j usti fy 
their considerat ion as "at-risk" youth. They are I I  Black males in their early teens. Only 
one boy had both natural parents in the home and one boy l ived with h is  deceased 
mother ' s  friend . The others l ived with their mother and/or other relatives. E ight boys in 
the sample  qual i fied for free or reduced lunch and the majority of homes did not have an 
adul t  male who was the "breadwinner". 
Based upon the data from elementary school of  this group, ten boys have exhibited 
the capab i l i ty to be academic  achievers. Their c lassroom grades and their passing 
perfomlances on state assessments veri fy that these boys were capab le  of doing wel l  in  
school .  However, the i r  present level of achievement did not  support the i r  potent ia l .  Yet, 
each student had goals and aspirations that w i l l  require educational training beyond the 
high school level .  This may indicate that these students real ize that education i s  needed to 
achieve their goals. 
The general attitude of  the sample toward school seemed to be positive i n  that all fel t  
that there was  some adult a t  t h e  school who was helpful  t o  them and who offered them 
encouragement. Also, no one reported that he did not l ike school at a l l .  They general ly do 
not choose their friends according to that person' s  academic achievement although they 
seem to not want to be in a group that gets into trouble .  As wel l ,  the maj ority reported 
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that their parents o r  caregivers were stricter than their friends ' parents. Also, every boy i n  
th is  sample had chores to perform a t  home. 
The principals, counselors and teachers al l  thought that the major factor in student 
success in  school was the support for the child at home. Each, although not in the same 
verb iage, expressed their bel ief that positive encouragement from home was the key to a 
boy experiencing academic success. They a l l  fel t  that a l l  boys could be academic 
successes, but they d iscussed peer pressure, a lack of motivation, a l ack of 
encouragement, a l ack of  se lf-esteem and low expectations as some of  the influences that 
prevent boys from achieving. The principals, counselors and teachers are professional 
educators who interact with these and other B lack male students constantly .  Their 
responses to the interview questions showed opt imism, which i s  based in  real i ty .  
This  researcher be l ieves that many of  the interviewee responses support the research 
d iscussed in Chapter 2 and that w i l l  be examined in  Chapter 5 .  
Student Profi les 
These data are derived from a small sample  of  B l ack male middle school students .  
However, they  do provide and contain enough information to ascertain what factors, i f  
any, i nfluence them to be academical ly successful .  The  fol lowing student profiles display 
the type o f  hol ist ic data that emerged from this study. These students were p icked 
because each one had a uniqueness about him. S tudent #1 l acked self confidence but had 
an active imagination. S tudent #4 had above average grades and S tudent #8 described 
himself as unmotivated. 
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Student # 1  Darryl (Not h is  real name) 
This student i s  a 1 3  year old Black male who i s  in the eighth grade in an urban middle 
school .  The school i s  located in the far end of a depressed neighborhood that i s  comprised 
most ly  of low income single fami ly  housing. Some of the dwel l ings are rental property.  
He  l ives with h is  grandfather, h is  grandfather 's  fiancee, and one brother. He also has 
another brother and a half-si ster, neither of whom l ive with h im.  H is  natural mother has 
told h im that she intends to have them al l  l ive with her soon. 
Darryl i s  a p leasant boy who i s  intrigued by technology, especia l ly computer usage 
and futuri st ic concepts and games. He does not appear to have a lot of  confidence about 
finishing h igh school although he was " . . .  going to try ."  This student i s  considered by h is  
counselor in  her  written comments to "earn low grades" and i s  " inattentive in  c lass ."  He 
does  be l ieve that  he can make better grades, stating, " . .  1 have the abi l i ty . . .  " 
When asked who in the school had been part icularly helpfu l ,  he named Mrs. 
his reading teacher. He spoke about Mrs. ___ as being nice and said " . .  she thinks 
about you ."  He  has a problem with the other teachers, whom he perceives as rude talkers. 
The counselor wrote that he had "inconsistent work habi ts" and " does not bring the 
proper materials . . .  " Yet, th is  student said that school was interest ing and that doing wel l  
" . depends on who you are . . .  " 
In answer to the i nquiry about some boys not doing well  in school ,  he mentioned that 
i t  was because o f "  . . .  their environment ." He thinks a lot of  boys have confrontations in 
their l ives that affect their c lass work to the extent that these boys are " . . .  angry about the 
confrontations at home . .  " This researcher thinks that Darryl was talking about 
confrontations that occur in his home, some between himself and others as well as 
conflicts between others in his home. There i s  no evidence that his poor academic 
perfomlance i s  related to confrontations. 
Darry l ' s  fri ends are not selected by him according to how wel l  they do in  school .  
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Friendships are fomled by chance and are not necessari ly planned relationships .  H i s  
respons ib i l i t ies a t  home--washing h i s  c lothes, washing the d ishes, c leaning h i s  room, and 
espec ia l ly  vacuuming--keep his mind occupied and off of the di stractions in  his home. 
This may be h is  way of avoiding confrontat ions in h is  home. 
Al though he has poor grades at present ,  Darryl did,  as a fi fth grade student , pass two 
of  the six state assessment tests of  achievement. His attendance could be improved; in 
fact, his counselor wrote that he i s " unable to leam due to frequent absences from 
schoo l . "  At the t ime these data were gathered, he had been present 1 34 days, absent 3 1  
days and tardy 73 days. 
When asked what he would l ike if he were given three wishes, he answered:  
I .  Ask for money. 
2. Be a character with certain traits l ike Goofu and Gohan" (two fict ional characters) 
3 .  My friends and fami ly  have no worries or trouble .  
Student #4 Cedric ( F ict ional name) 
Cedric is a smi l ing, diminutive 1 3  year old B lack male student with a p leasant 
demeanor who attends the same urban middle school as Darry l .  He is described by h i s  
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counselor as one who "makes good grades, i s  motivated and i s  eager to learn." Present ly, 
h is  grades are wel l  above average and as a fi fth grade student, he passed five of  the six 
state achievement assessments whi le only missing passing the sixth test by 12 points . 
He thinks school i s  important now and in  his  future. Also, he has good attendance. At 
the t ime these data were col lected, he had been present in  school 1 5 8 days, absent only 
eight days with no tardies .  This student said, " . . .  i t  i s  important to do good in  school . 
although he admitted he that he does not l ike homework on the weekends. 
This student l ives with his  mother and grandmother. He bel ieves that he has an older 
brother and an older s ister although he does not " . .  know their ages. I bel ieve my sister i s  
o lder than my brother." He does no t  ask for help with h is  homework because, " . . .  i f  I ask 
for help they say they don ' t  know."  Nor does his mother or grandmother vis i t  the school 
with any regularity " . .  because of work schedules . . .  they don ' t  care ." 
Cedric enjoys playing sports and games with h is  friends, who are not necessari ly 
academi c  achievers. He  also enjoys talking with h is  fami ly  members even though he was 
not spec ific  as to whom he talks to. As well ,  he exhibits a lot of confidence about his 
future. When asked i f he expected to finish high school ,  he simply but fi rmly said "Yes ."  
Addit ional ly, he expressed h i s  expectation to attend col lege, to graduate and to part icipate 
i n  the footba l l  program. 
When asked what he would l ike i f he were given three wishes, he answered : 
I .  H e  wanted to go to heaven. 
2. Become a NFL player. 
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3 .  Have a l o t  of  money, about $50 mi l l ion. 
Student #8 Arthur (F ict ional name) 
Arthur i s  a 1 4  year old Black male eighth grade student who attends the same middle 
school as the other two students. He l ives with his  mother and has two brothers and one 
s ister, none of whom l ive with him.  In h is  home, he i s  responsible for c leaning h is  room, 
emptying the trash and getting the mai l .  He bel ieves that h is  responsibi l i t ies at home help 
" respect others ' stuff as I do at home." 
He enjoys " " hanging out with his  fri ends , , " and he l ikes " " . to see new things " 
He wants to stay out of troub le .  
Arthur does not choose his fri ends on the basis  of  academic achievement, but he 
reported that half of  them were doing wel l  in school . He  thinks the other hal f of  them can 
and should be academical ly successful  but he says, ""  . they won ' t . "  When asked why he 
thought some boys did not do wel l  in school ,  he responded that many are "" t ired of 
schoo l .  , , " or ,  there i s " " no encouragement " . " from home or school .  
He mentioned h i s  counselor and h is  h istory teacher as people in  the school who 
helped h im consistently .  They gave him " . . .  encouragement and are nice and friendly . .  
As wel l ,  h i s  mother and an older brother help him at home with h is  homework . 
Spec ifical ly ,  he states that h i s  brother " . .  enjoyed high school and remembers i t . "  Also, 
his mother vis i ts  the school regularly about once a month. 
His counselor describes h im as an unmotivated student who makes "fair" grades. Yet, 
he has excellent attendance, almost perfect .  He was present, at the t ime these data were 
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obtained, 1 65 days out  of  1 65 days with no absences and five tardies .  H i s  fi fth grade SOL 
achievement tes t  scores show that he passed five of six tests. Yet, he present ly has grades 
that are average or below. 
When asked what he would l ike i f he had three wishes, he answered:  
1 .  To succeed in  l i fe .  
2 .  Let mom see a col lege grad . 
3 .  To d ie  as a famous humanitarian. 
Chapter  V 
S u m m ary ami D i sc u s s i o n  
S u n1f1.!.ary o r  Fi n d i ngs 
Thc p U 'l)()SC or t h i s  study \\'as  to describe t h e  I i  fe s i t u a t i o n s  and i d e n t i  fy the fac t o rs 
t h a t  a rkct  t h c  acadcm i c  perrormancc o f  a sam p l l:  o f  m i d d l e  school  B l ac k  m a l e s .  M an y  
B l a c k  m a l e s  h a \ · c  c n d u rcd and h a n: b e c n  a rfl:c tcd by c i rc u ll ls tances o r  fac tors t h a t  h a v e  
c a u scd t h clll  t o  i gnorc acadcm l c  p u rs li i t s .  Y c t .  dcsp i t c  thcse obstac l e s ,  t h ere have b e e n  
s o m c  B l ac k  m a l e s  \\· h o  bccamc acadcm i c  succcsscs .  O f  I I  boys i n terv i cwed for t h i s  
s t u d \ " ,  n i n c  ( � I . S " , , ) \\ ' l'rc a\Tragc s t u d c n t s  academ i c a l l y  accord i n g  to t h e  d e fi n i t i o n  o f  
succcss  u se d  fo r t h c  rcscarc h .  
T h c  i d c a  o r  l, , ·crc o m l n g  d d·ti c u l t  c i rc u mstances a n d  succ ecd i n g  i n  school  w a s  
I ll \ c s l l gatcd I , , ·  \ 1 c \ l i 1 la n  and R ccd ( I ()<) J ) t h ro u g h  t h c  M e t ropo l i t an E d u c a t i o n  Rcscarch 
C o n s o rt i u m  ( \ I E R e ) .  T h c  \ 1 c !\ l i 1 la n  and R ccd s t u d v . D�JYlllg t h c  Odds A S t udy o f  
R c s i l i cn t  :\ t - R l s k  S t u lJ.;n t s-, \\ as t h c  m o d c l  ro r t i l l S  s t u d y .  Thc M E R C s t u d y  i d c n t i fi cd 
c c rt a i n  c h aracter i s t i c s  o r  t r a i t s  tha t  e x i s ted in s t u dcnts  that  \\·ere i d e n t i fi ed as rcsi l i c n t .  A 
s t ro n g ,  p l easant  person a l l t \ . posscss i n g  \ ,l i ues ,  bc l i e f i n  on e ' s  ab i l i t y ,  t h c  \\ i 1 l i n gncss  to  
acccpt  resp o n s i b i l i t y  as \\e l l  as h a \ i n g  a pos i t i \ c d i spos i t i o n  \\ crc a l l  t ra i ts  o f res i l i cn t  
s t u d c n t s .  :\ s \\ e l l  and pos s i b l y  m o rc I m portan t l y ,  t h c  s t u d c n t s  i n  t h c  M E R C  s t u d y  \\ crc 
i d cn t l fi c d  as h a \· l n g  a n  i n t e rn a l  locus or c o n t ro l ,  \\ h i c h  c n h anccd t h c i r  po s i t i \ " C  
c x pccta t i o n s  fo r t h c  p r c s e n t  and ru t u rc .  A dd i t i o n a l l y ,  t h c  rcs i l i c n t  s t u d e n t s  i n  t h c  M E R e  
s t u d y  s o u g h t  h c l p  from ad u l t s  whcn t h c y  nccdcd i t .  
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Th i s  chapter ident ifies and discusses the findings from this study. The inclusion of 
the ident ified factors in the d iscussion wi l l  provide answers to the question:  Are there 
factors within the individual ,  the school and the fami ly  that are associated with academic 
achievement for B lack middle school male students? Fol lowing the di scussion, 
impl ications for educators and for further research will be given and conclusions wi l l  be 
drawn. 
The sample used in this study consisted of I I  B lack American male middle school 
students, a l l  males, of whom a majority ( 8  of I I ) were el igible for free/reduced lunch. All 
except one of  the boys came from non-tradit ional fami l ies .  The boys l ived in  and attended 
school in an economical ly depressed neighborhood. All of the boys appeared p leasant and 
cooperat ive when interviewed. Each interview enabled the researcher to observe these 
youngsters . Each seemed to have a decent personality, as there was not one incident of a 
student displaying rude or disgruntled behavior. Final ly, each student was trusting of h is  
counselor, who nominated him, and the researcher, whom he had never met .  S ince the 
boys were nominated by the school counselor for the study and had permission from their 
parents to part icipate, their behavior in  the interview setting may not have been 
representat ive of  other boys their age. 
When each boy entered the room, a handshake was exchanged. The handshakes were 
firm and the greetings were pleasant. This response from each boy as well as the 
interviews indicated there were no overtly obvious emotional problems. During the 
interviews, the researcher did not notice features that indicated any physical abnormality .  
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The physical condition of these boys is  only deternlined by the observations of the 
researcher during the interviews. Each appeared to be in excel lent physical shape. None 
was vis ib ly handicapped and each seemed physical ly whole. In recol lection, none of them 
even wore corrective glasses nor did any have vis ible inj uries or noticeable marks from 
any previous inj ury . 
Based upon the data gathered from interview notes, student school information and 
the interviews with students, principals, counselors and teachers, the fol lowing findings 
are presented . They wil l  be l i sted and then discussed individual ly  with the support of  the 
data. For this sample,  the data revealed : 
I .  A l l  o f  the boys in this sample possessed some res i l ient characterist ics .  
2 .  The boys in this study had diverse, stable homes, though non-tradit ional . 
3 .  The boys in this study were "nornlal" adolescents, meaning that their behavior, 
appearance, and interests were not markedly di fferent from other adolescent boys. 
4 .  The boys understood some of the c ircumstances that d istracted them from 
academics .  
5 .  The professional educators were knowledgeable ,  in l ine wi th the research, about 
this population ' s  problems. 
6 .  Choosing friends was not an academical ly based activity for the student. 
7. This group was not overly concerned with peer pressure. 
8. There were no maj or di fferences in  students '  attitudes about achievement. 
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Resi l ience 
Resi l i ent characteri stics have been delineated in Chapters 2 and 4, and therefore only 
those that apply to this sample are mentioned. For this sample, several res i l ient 
characterist ics stood out. They were a positive attitude about school ,  general ly good 
relationships with adults, having ambitious but attainab le future goals, a sense of self 
confidence or autonomy, owning responsib i l ity, the abi l i ty to seek adult help and the 
demonstration of  some problem solving ski l l s .  
Col lectively, the boys had displayed a positive attitude about school .  Seven boys 
reported that they l iked school and had "fun" at school .  Only one boy, Student # 1 1 ,  
reported having had some trouble adj usting to the middle school ,  but he did not report 
that he d id  not l ike school .  Ten boys had good school attendance, ten boys were confident 
they would complete high school ,  and each of  the I I  boys reported that he l iked one or 
more adul ts  in the school .  All I I  of the boys expressed confidence that they were capable 
of  making better grades. 
A good relationship with adults where one can seek help was defined as a 
characterist ic of resi l i ent students .  The boys in this study acknowledged that they had 
some teachers with whom they had positive relationships. The teachers were helpful  to 
the boys i n  many ways. According to the boys, the teachers were tutors, suppl iers of 
materia ls ,  pol i te ,  friendly, as wel l  as being encouraging and acting as advisors . Although 
the boys had no d ifficulty in  asking their teachers for help, the boys reported that the 
teachers offered help to them without being asked. The teachers were rel ied upon by  the 
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students for help with school work and with personal matters. One principal commented 
about the posit ive effect on students '  academic achievement that results when the student 
attaches himsel f to posit ive teachers. Attached i s  interpreted to mean associate in a 
re l iab le  sense. Another resi l i ent trai t that improved students' academic achievement was 
having a futurist ic goal .  As a group, all of  these youngsters suggested, either directly or 
indirectly, that a post secondary education was in their plans. All of them named careers 
and goals that requi red professional training or a highly developed ski l l .  Their goals were 
reasonable  and attainable .  Individually, the goals were diverse; most centered around the 
pract ice of law, engineering or archi tecture. Careers in computer technology were 
mentioned, as wel l  as professional wrest l ing. 
I t  should be mentioned that the boys did not hesi tate to answer when questioned 
about their goals or their wishes. When asked what would they wished for, the favorite 
response was "money," enough money to have financia l  freedom . However, their request 
was not for selfish purposes. Half of the boys who mentioned having money wanted to 
include others in their wealth, particularly fami ly  and friends. Four others spoke of 
helping others in  some way. This researcher equated this request for money as a need for 
independence or autonomy and showed that the boys possessed selfless, empatheti c  
values. 
The d ifferences i n  this sample 's  attitude about achievement were subtle .  Whether 
the boys realized i t  or not, ful fi ll ing their expectation for the future required academic  
achievement .  Those expectations were not  directly conveyed to the  researcher i n  their 
responses, but i f  one analyzed the boys' answers to the questions that asked i f  they 
intended to finish school or, to make better grades or, if they l iked school ,  or thought it 
was impol1ant, the responses were affimlative. 
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Another res i l i ent characteri stic that was present in this group was that of  owning 
respons ib i l i ty .  All of  the boys had chores at home to perfoml. Each boy reported that he 
had to c lean his room, which suggested that the abodes were adequate and roomy enough 
for the boy to have had his own space. When discussing the chores, none of the boys 
appeared di sgusted or di sturbed about having them to do and this was an affirmation that 
the parents were bui ld ing responsibi l ity into the boys. Most saw some benefit  doing 
them . 
Home L ives 
The boys in  this study spoke fondly of their fami l ies when they di scussed them . In 
most  cases ,  there was someone in the home who helped each boy with school work, 
although some of the boys reported or impl ied that their helper possessed weaknesses in 
some subj ects .  Even though some of the boys reported that their fami ly  members were 
not very knowledgeable about some school subj ects, the boys sti l l  asked for their 
assistance. Many of  the boys appeared to have aunts, s ibl ings and/or grandparents wi l l ing 
to aid them with their  homework. This indicated a strong relationship with fami ly  
members . I t  i s  apparent that there was  parental encouragement for the  boys that was 
spoken of  by the professional educators. The boys had gotten ideas for their ambit ious 
goals and dreams from somewhere, and general ly i t  started in the home. Likewise,  the 
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majority of  parents had communicated with the school ,  some more than others. Thus, i t  
was apparent that the parents had talked to school personnel and had an expectation for 
their sons. These expectations were a testament to the strength and stabi l i ty of each home. 
Where there were s ibl ings who l ived in the home, they were related, sharing at least 
one parent . As wel l ,  some sibl ings were caretakers . Even though only one boy l ived with 
h is  natural father, one father who was not l iving with the student was reported to vis i t  the 
school more than the mother, which indicated that the father was interested in the chi ld 
and that  some communication exi sted between the parents. 
The boys' fami l ies were diverse but stable .  Most of the boys l ived with mothers who 
were the head of  the househo ld.  Two of the boys l ived with a grandparent and one resided 
with a fami ly  friend. Only one boy had a "tradit ional" fami ly with his natural parents and 
sibl ings l iv ing together. There was a very di fferent situation in  the other 1 0  homes. There 
were homes with a single parent, usual ly a mother or other caregiver, responsible for 
everyone ' s  welfare . There were homes that ranged from those with no sibl ing to homes 
where the s ibl ings were related by one parent. Yet al l  of  these homes had features that are 
assoc iated with security and stab i l i ty. That the fami l ies had modest means was shown by 
the fact that eight of  the boys part ic ipated in the free and reduced lunch program, which 
has always been an economic barometer of  fami ly income. For the other three boys that 
information was not avai lab le .  
Even though the majority of  the boys qual ified for free or reduced lunch ,  the 
researcher ' s  observations of  the boys ' attire during the interviews led to the conclusion 
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that none of  the boys was experiencing extreme poverty.  In fact, a l l  of  the boys were 
c lean, their c lothes were pressed and fashionab le, and they looked to be well fed .  Whether 
a home had natural parents, single mother, grandparent, or caring caregiver, each boy 
appeared to be physical ly wel l  cared for. 
The educators expressed a strong conviction that a chi ld ' s  academic achievement 
was posit ively affected by a strong and supportive fami ly .  The elements of  that strength 
were rooted in the values that the fami ly  transmitted to the youth . According to the 
educators, emphasis upon education, l i teracy, encouragement, interest in the chi l d ' s  
school progress, inst i l l ing a work ethic and providing a good support system were 
important ways that a fami ly  helps a chi ld be successful  in schoo l .  The main threads that 
ran through their d iscussions were a strong parent or caregiver model ing what a chi ld 
would emulate .  I t  was apparent that these boys had been exposed to many of  these 
elements at home. One piece of evidence of the parents'  interest in and support for their 
chi ldren was the fact that most of the boys reported that their parents were more strict 
than those of  their fiiends. Those responses indicated that parents held behavioral 
expectat ions for these boys. A couple of  boys al luded to their curfews and their inabi l i ty 
to stay with their friends when they wished to do so . 
These boys also exhibited characteri stics that were associated with "normal" 
adolescence. As reported earl ier, the boys appeared physical ly wel l  cared for and 
emotionally stable .  Also previously mentioned was the boys' pleasant demeanor and 
physical appearance. In  addit ion, each student had comments written by the counselor 
that depicted them as "regular" adolescents, and for l O af  the I I  boys these comments 
inc luded no mention of  learning problems. However, for Student # I 0, the counselor 
wrote that he displayed "severe deficits in concentration" and had "visual memory 
prob lems." General ly,  she described the boy as an avid reader or noted that the boy got 
along well with others or mentioned that the boy brought proper materials to c lasses. 
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The boys possessed confidence in  themselves, which implied that each had strong 
sel f esteem, an accepted emotional barometer. They also had a variety of interests, such 
as basketbal l ,  footbal l ,  track, computer games, computer technology and watching TV. 
One boy enjoyed reading i n  h is  spare t ime. Some activit ies involved their friends both in 
and out of  school ,  some involved their fami l ies, and some were enjoyed whi l e  the boy 
was alone. This suggested nom1al behaviors. 
Att i tudes Toward School 
The boys reported that they l iked school and, in some instances, described i t  as 
"fun." The data revealed that these boys were average academic performers i n  their 
elementary years, and most sti l l  maintained good attendance in school and had set goals 
for the future, their academic records had dec l ined i n  recent years. Even so, their actions 
through their daily  attendance and their positive interaction with the staff supported their 
c laim of enj oying school .  Since they experienced satisfaction with school ,  i t  stands to 
reason that under the right circumstances these boys could have been high achievers . As a 
group, the boys reported that they had teachers who were helpfu l  to them and whom they 
liked. They also expressed the idea that education was important to them. 
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The boys in  th is sample understood some of the c ircumstances that d istracted them 
from applying themselves academical ly .  This was one of the most important findings of 
this study because i t  demonstrated the boys ' understanding of the discrepancy between 
their abi l i ty and their academic perfomlance. 
This finding was based upon the d i fferent responses to the question that inquired 
why they thought other B lack males did not do well in  school .  Their answers suggested 
that they recognized some of the factors that distracted their peers and prevented them 
from succeeding i n  school .  One boy ' s  response " " they ' re j ust l azy " . "  referred to an 
individual factor. Another boy spoke about "no home training" which impl ied a fami ly  
type factor. S t i l l  another said that the  boys " "don ' t  study enough , , " Th i s  can be  
v iewed as an individual factor bu t  may also be considered a school factor because 
research and experience have shown that h igh quality instruction increases student 
interest . 
The point here was that there were many di fferent responses to this question and the 
boys art iculated them. Drug dealing, impressing girls, and athlet ics were among the 
answers they gave.  The larger, more important point was that many of  these factors which 
they i dent ified as affecting their friends also impacted them. Collectively, these boys 
recognized the d istractions that kept other B lack boys from academic  achievement, but 
there was no evidence that they were aware of the effect these factors might have on their 
own l ives. 
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The importance of  this finding was that these I I  Black males were aware of some of 
the d i fficult ies of  an a t  ri sk exi stence for other Black boys, but  were not  able or wi l l ing to 
app ly this infornlation to their own situation. Even though one student said that education 
was " . .  a key to the door. . .  " for him, other boys in the same sample did not view 
education with the same seriousness. The other boys' responses about the importance of 
education were convincing but did not appear serious enough to sway them to perform 
better in school .  Yet, on a dai Iy basis, these boys attended school unaware of the effect 
that those other influencing factors, seen and unseen, had upon them and which 
threatened to keep them at risk of fai lure in school and in  l i fe .  
Educators ' V iews 
The principals ,  counselors, and teachers who part ic ipated in  this study had 
experience working in  i nner ci ty schools  and exhibi ted a high level of  knowledge about 
their students .  Their comments coincided with much of the research l i terature. The 
principals displayed a global perspective concerning their B lack male populations. Their 
experiences and observations of the schoo l ' s  students, staff, parents and community gave 
the principals a chance to view major components as they worked together. The 
professionals understood the c ircumstances of the environments that surrounded their 
school s  and their students. F loyd, ( 1 996), Frankl in  ( 1 998) ,  Mincy, ( 1 994), Kunj ufu, 
( 1 982), and Barbarain ,  ( 1 993)  and others have written about many of the ideas that these 
educators discussed. All of  them, researchers and educators alike, emphasized the 
importance of  family, adul t  encouragement for youngsters, and high teacher expectat ions .  
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The educators d i scussed the  inOuences that peers had upon boys such as  those in  this 
study. S ix  of  them suggested that the non achievers negatively inOuenced the achievers 
more than the reverse being true. Kunjufu, ( 1 988 )  and Crockett, ( 1 99 5 )  had also reported 
s imi lar findings. The educators indicated that achievers would misbehave to gain 
acceptance by their peers. However, none of the educators spoke of their students or their 
behaviors in  negative terms .  The leve l (s )  of expectation for academic performance that 
the teachers expressed showed that they bel ieved that academic  achievement was possible 
for these boys and their hope that i t  would be a real i ty for al l  of their students .  One 
principal concluded that B lack males do well when " . . .  they attach themselves to posit ive 
teachers" Again, research l i terature and these professional part ic ipants are in  agreement . 
At no t ime during an interv iew did an educator refer to anything about the students as 
"abnormal ."  Many spoke of the at-risk environments that existed for their populations 
and the effects they have had. One effect that they al l  mentioned was the students '  desire 
to be a part of their peer groups. They did not see this as abnormal but as a chal lenge 
because the inOuence of peer groups i s  strong and can be potent ia l ly negat ive .  However, 
there was mention of students who did achieve surrounding themselves with l ike minded 
students .  Compet i t iveness in  many areas, part icularly sports but also at times in 
academics ,  was v iewed as a normal characteri st ic for boys of this age. 
Only one of  the boys in  this study selected as his friends boys who did well in 
school .  The others based their choices on other criteria such as whether a boy may get 
into trouble  a lot ,  or positive habi ts  and positive outlook. One student spoke about peer 
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pressure affect ing h im as he tried to make good grades. He fel t  that, "I f you can ' t  beat 
them, jo in  them ." This was the only instance in which any of the I I int imated a concem 
about peer pressure. Some of the boys general ly chose their friends, whereas others j ust 
let relat ionships evolve. The boys were given freedom by parents to select fri ends but 
several talked about not being al lowed to do certain things with their friends, which 
indicated that their parents were aware of the possible detrimental influence of  peers . 
Probably the most important finding of this study was that there were no major 
di fferences among the boys in their attitudes conceming academic achievement. Al l  
except one boy was average in  academic achievement in  elementary school ,  but for a l l  of  
these boys their achievement waned as  they grew older. Even so ,  t he  boys continued to  
express the  be l i e f  that school was  important and that they were able to  perform capably i f  
so inc l ined.  Based upon the  previously presented facts, i t  was  reasonable to  deduce that 
their attitudes conceming achievement were simi lar--so simi lar, in  fact, that the 
di fferences that existed were individual and minor. The boys in  this sample  were not 
opposed to achievement but seemed to question whether achievement was something to 
which they aspired . Most seemed to be content to be an average or even below average 
student . 
Conclusions 
There are seven conclusions that were drawn from the data gathered in this study. 
They are presented here i n  the order of  importance according to the ideas and thoughts of  
the writer. The conclusions wi l l  then be discussed individually .  They are : 
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I .  The B lack middle school males in this study possessed many of the res i l ient traits 
that previous research has shown to be related to success in schools .  These traits include a 
strong and stable  fami ly ,  a school that maintains high expectations for achievement, 
positive friends, and a positive attitude toward academic achievement. 
2. However, for this sample, having an existence and exposure to an at-ri sk l i festyle 
was not necessari ly a predictor of academic fai lure, nor was possessing resi l ient trai ts 
necessari ly  a predictor of  academic achievement. 
3. For this sample, school was an enjoyable place;  i t  was where these boys wanted to 
be. These youngsters attended school regularly, some stayed for tutoring, most had shown 
that they could make good grades in certain subj ects, and had confidence in their abi l i ty 
to do wel l  in school i f  they had chosen to do so. 
4 .  These B lack boys understood the negative behaviors and influences that prevented 
other boys from being successfu l  in school but did not apply this understanding to 
themselves.  
5 .  The boys in this sample expressed positive attitudes toward academic achievement 
in  that they reported that i t  was important. They also ful ly bel ieved that they could make 
their grades improve. However, the fact that as a group their grades dec l ined as they 
advanced through school raised questions about the accuracy of  these statements .  
6 .  Al l  of  the youngsters in  this study had c lear, posi t ive goals for the future. In most 
cases,  achieving their goals required extensive post-secondary education, a fact they 
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seemed not t o  have understood, even though the majority reported that they expected to 
continue their education beyond high school .  
7 .  A l l  of  the boys in this study possessed at ri sk factors associated with social  and 
economic d isadvantage. Most had non-traditional fami ly  structures, most qual ified for the 
federal lunch program, and all l ived in and attended school in an economical ly depressed 
neighborhood. However, despite these circumstances, their counselor's comments did not 
refer to any of  the boys as di srespectful ,  uncooperative, angry, sul len or any other 
negative tern1 that society in general associates with unsuccessful people. Therefore, 
l iv ing in  unfavorab le conditions for this sample was not associated with a temperament 
predict ive of fai l ure . 
A signi ficant amount of research l i terature had been written concerning the impact of  
l i fe upon any B lack American male .  There have been works that sought to ident i fy and 
explain why certain chal lenges exist for any B lack American male. This study has shown 
that these eighth grade boys knew why their peers were not achieving but none art iculated 
any of  those same reasons for his fai lure to achieve. I t  i s  possible that these boys were not 
aware of these l i fe factors ' effect on themselves. 
If this i s  true, then the mentoring that is  written about i s  very important . This data 
suggested that early adolescence i s  possibly too late a t ime to create conscious awareness 
within these boys. Therefore, this implies that an earl ier t ime to teach i s  suggested, so that 
the boy i s  aware of  the possible pi tfal ls  of  certain decisions and may avoid them. Early 
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intervention of this type could prove crucial to a young boy ' s  productivity in school and 
in  adulthood. 
I mpl ications for Educators 
The findings of this study directed the researcher to contemplate their impl ications to 
educators and to researchers. These implications are suggestive in  their nature and are by 
no means exhaustive .  Academic achievement for B lack males in America has been a 
problem that is national in scope. Therefore, the whole focus of this study was the 
identi fying and understanding of  factors that result  in the improvement of  academic  
achievement of  B lack midd le  school ma le  students .  Th i s  study found that there are 
descriptive factors that existed in the school, in the family or the individual that should 
influence the achievement for B lack males at this middle school .  Therefore, based upon 
these data and results ,  the questions are what are the implications and what can schools  
do that  can help resolve this di lemma? 
Researchers ( Kunjufu ,  1 988 ;  Akbar, 1 99 1 ;  Hale-Benson, 1 982)  have suggested that 
B lack boys need the presence of B lack men who are involved in  their lives, either at 
school or in the community. During the interviews with the educators, there were 
continuous references that B lack boys needed interaction with positive adults .  Educators 
do not control the dynamics of students '  home lives and have minimum impact upon 
communities .  However, if the l i terature i s  accurate, increasing the number of B lack men 
in  school environments could have positive effects on B lack male students. B lack men in 
the c lassrooms and in leadership ro les, at all levels of  schooling but especial ly in 
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e lementary schools ,  could have some positive academic results for boys. The sparseness 
of  the male presence in schools negatively impacts young Black boys and limits their 
opportunities for success. 
The first implication recommended is for admini strators to involve Black male 
students with more male teachers, counselors, principals and mentors in education as wel l  
as other professions. Even though the data showed that these boys had some men who 
were in the homes and in their l ives ,  the data also showed that these men were l imited in 
their abil ity to help with school work. The men whom these boys talked about being 
influences upon them were at the schoo l .  They thought these men were very helpful  to 
them during and after schoo l .  As wel l ,  the male teachers spoke about trying to be rol e  
models for and  encouraging of  their students .  
Research has also suggested that Black males have had trouble with the definition of 
maleness. Because of  the possible  lack of  interaction wi th positive adul t  B lack males, the 
importance of  involved, encouraging and educated adults, especial ly males in  their l ives, 
cannot be  discounted. Therefore, for the boys in this study, the school might develop a 
program that incorporates positive men to interact with and teach these boys both before, 
during, and after school .  This type program can become one of  the "protective factors" 
that nurtures the natural res i lience in  these boys. This i s  not to suggest that women are not 
positive influences or that every educator for this group should be male, but i t  does 
suggest that B l ack boys would benefi t  from the influence of  more B lack male educators, 
especia l ly c lassroom teachers . 
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Some research l i terature ( I rv in ,  1996; Lee, 1996) has suggested that learning 
environments for Black students may not have been demanding enough, nor were they 
geared to the students '  natural way of learn ing, which for boys was shown to be act iv i ty­
based . The boys ' responses concerning the teachers ' wi l l ingness to help after school 
indicated that there were c lasses where they struggled with the instruction and or the 
subj ect matter. I n  concert with this group ' s  exposure to adult B lack male educators, 
considerat ion for the type(s )  of c lassroom instructional strategies used by teachers i s  
recommended. There were several areas for thought about what instructional strategies 
have worked.  For this sample of  boys with an obvious energy level, given their spare t ime 
act iv i t i es ,  and good ski l l s  according to assessment data, the learning atmosphere, the 
c lassroom, should have actively maintained interest in their work . Their desire to please 
and to be accepted coupled with their competi t ive spirits could have motivated them to 
seek h igher levels of  achievement in an active learning environment . Instruct ion that i s  
most  e ffect ive i s  that  del ivered by a teacher who i s  caring, who possesses h igh 
expectat ions, is supportive of students '  efforts and has a strong command of the subj ect 
matter .  The teacher, whether male or female, needs to have the insights and abi l i t ies  to 
assess what teaching ski l l s  and strategies are appropriate to produce the h ighest 
achievement levels for their students .  
I t  i s  also apparent that the effective teacher should assess each of  these boy ' s  goals 
and aspirations so that the instruction ult imately helps the boy accompl ish his future 
goals. More importantly, it may help the boys become more focused and determined to 
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become academical ly successful .  An interdiscipl inary approach by a team of teachers 
would expose the boys to consistency in  instruction as well as show them that their future 
profession fits many areas . Then, i t  stands to reason that a good instructional strategy i s  to 
have proj ects that use group work and include individual achievement, grouping those 
students who have s imi lar goals .  
The research l i terature (Jenkins, 1 990; Kunjufu, 1 982 ;  Kunjufu, 1 988 ;  Porter, I 990) 
was c lear about the reasons for B lack male under achievement. In order to make posit ive 
use of  the l i terature, educators can develop the types of cultural ly relevant models that 
research suggested foster students '  success, as they seek solutions to enhance the 
academic  performance of B lack males. For the boys in this study, a group that exhibited 
res i l ient traits and shared the bel ief that they can perfom1 better academical ly,  future 
recommendations should focus upon what wi l l  keep them interested i n  achieving i n  the 
c lassrooms. 
During the interviews, i t  was stated that some parents regularly vis i ted the school ,  
yet there was no s ign ificant ment ion of community organizations---churches, 
neighborhood associat ions, c lubs, etc-- and their involvement with the students or school .  
There also w a s  no s ignificant mention of any outside agency, such a s  a business i n  
partnership ,  actively involved i n  t h e  school .  A prescription for academic achievement for 
these B lack males should inc lude an effort between the school ,  home and community. 
The abi l i ty of  these students to perform academical ly and attention to what i s  being done 
to nurture achievement should serve as a beginning point for a l l  interested parties .  A 
commitment to the students, as expressed by school personnel, coupled with a sincere 
request by the school for help from the community, parents and businesses should 
enhance the boys' academic achievement. 
Implications for Researchers 
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The implications of this study for future researchers are those that this researcher 
believes can enhance this study and others like it. This study was conducted with a 
sample of II Black male middle school students and it investigated those resilient factors 
on this small population. So, the first implication for any researcher is to broaden the 
study by increasing the number of student participants. A larger sample of students within 
a school or several schools should be the next level if this study were replicated. A larger 
sample could very well yield some different results. Future research possibilities for 
broadening the study include encompassing any group(s) such as whole school divisions, 
or states, a group of states, or even the nation. 
The other implications are given within this context of broadening the study. There is 
still much to be leamed about the concept of resilience and how it operates to protect 
children who come from high-risk environments. The factors that define resilience in at 
risk students have been identi fied and thus provide a theory for the comparison of data 
and a positive basis for further research. A larger sample would increase the confidence in 
generalizing the findings. Additionally, there are many different segments of at risk 
students that warrant an investigation to enhance their overall academic success within 
educational institutions, especially public schools. 
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I f a researcher is interested in the dynamics that affect B lack males and their 
academic  achievement, then to broaden the age grouping of the population might also 
yield some interesting resu lts .  A researcher could investigate any age group(s )  of  B lack 
males from elementary school to senior high school .  Expanding the population by age 
could give some interest ing interview responses i f  the same questions were asked. For 
instance, if questions from the student fomlat used in this study were asked to d i fferent 
aged boys, the responses could be d iverse, s imi lar or opposing. Or, those responses may 
be the same, but maturity levels could have effects upon their thinking as the responses 
emerge. 
There are other groups that may interest a researcher in  trying to further investigate 
resi l i ence. At ri sk girls ,  especia l ly H i spanic girls as compared to B lack American girls or 
Asian gir ls ,  could be a research proj ect .  One could look at B lack men if the interest i s  in  
stric t ly the condit ion of  B lack American males. At risk col lege students, male ,  female, 
ethn ic  are a l l  studies that could investigate the theories about resi l i ence and/or races of 
people .  
F ina l ly ,  i f  th is study were to be repl icated, there are some processes that in i t iat ing 
changes may benefit .  The one recommendation that stands out i s  that there should be a 
d i fferent and a better way to obtain student part icipants and, to protect their anonymity.  
Devising another method(s)  of  obtaining student part icipants whi le maintaining 
anonymity i s  the next researcher ' s  major chal lenge. Basically, this study rel i ed upon the 
t ime, commitment and interest of  the school admini strators and counselors, who were 
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strict ly volunteers. For this study, one school division did not want the researcher to have 
direct contact with school bui lding personnel ;  and in another divis ion, one counselor 
honored the verbal agreement that was made between all of us at a meeting, whereas the 
other counselor did not. This caused the researcher to adj ust the processes, procedures 
and design in  order to continue the study. These adjustments certainly may have affected 
the results and the findings of this study. 
In  any future research, there needs to be a way to insure that the selection criteria for 
part ic ipants are observed by those who select the sample .  In this study, the researcher had 
l i t t le control over who was chosen as an achiever or non achiever after the task was given 
to personnel within the schools .  A method of  "guaranteeing" that the researcher' s 
instructions are fol lowed without creating a conflict with the school personnel may have 
helped to fac i l i tate the original design. Also,  the critical involvement of  people who may 
or may not have an interest in  this topic  needed to be minimized. 
A Personal Note 
Conducting this study was many d ifferent things to the researcher at d i fferent t imes.  
Sometimes i t  was enl ightening when the interviews were conducted and the data were 
col lected and analyzed because as each task was completed there was a feel ing that the 
final goal was c loser. This was a frustrating experience at t imes because things did not 
always work as ant ic ipated, and i t  was challenging because this task was a total ly  new 
experience. Addit ionally, this venture has been t ime consuming and tedious but worth the 
effort. Most of all, i t  was a venture into scholarly techniques that demanded studiousness 
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and a level of cognit ive exercise that went well beyond most graduate work . This 
researcher has learned that in any scho larly endeavor there are no absolutes. There i s  no 
one best posit ion, solution or opinion because there are diverse vi sions or approaches 
focusing toward the same situation or prob lem. The nexibi l i ty to view a problem from 
several perspect ives allows one to get c loser to a workable solution. The researcher has 
also rediscovered the true meaning of perseverance, which incl uded handl ing the di fferent 
levels of frustrat ion and anxiety. 
F inal ly ,  the researcher, a Black man, began to understand many confusing inner 
fee l ings that have always exi sted in him that were never i l l uminated unti l  now. There 
have always been questions about himse lf, his environment, attitudes toward him and 
expectations of him that were never answered because the words did not exist for him to 
ask the questions.  In conducting this investigation into achievement for B lack adolescent 
males, this researcher has learned that the indiv idual factors associated with resi l i ence, 
autonomy, responsib i l i ty, soc ial competence, confidence, problem solving and sense of 
purpose, in addit ion to the factors in the  school such as  high expectations and caring 
teachers, p lus  the factors involving the fami ly ,  an absent father, the economic  status, 
parental standards and expectations can have an impact on academic attainment . A 
broader study may yield di fferent resu lts .  However, this researcher concludes that the 
problems assoc iated with Black males and academic achievement need constant and 
vi gorous investigation, part icularly by researchers who are also publ ic  educators. 
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Appendix A 






I am a doctoral student at Virginia Commonwealth University who is in the di ssertat ion 
research stage . I am respectful ly asking your pennission to gather data for my research 
proj ect  with in your school divis ion.  Spec ifically, I wish to involve B lack middle school 
males in two middle schools, preferably ______ Middle and _________ Middle,  as 
wel l  as their principals, counselors and some selected teachers. I f possible, I want to talk 
to some parents also. The purpose of the study i s  to investigate factors that influence 
some B lack boys to become academical ly successfu l .  
As a B lack ma le  educator working in Richmond Pub l i c  Schools I am aware that 
many young B lack men who do well in the early years of  school lose interest and fal l  
behind by t he  t ime  they reach middle school .  I think i t  i s  important t o  learn what factors 
help some B lack male students avoid school fai lure. 
I w i l l  need the cooperation of school personnel at the school to nominate part ic ipants 
to detennine who is a good candidate for part icipation. The confident ia l i ty, anonymity 
and integri ty that i s  required to protect a l l  part ic ipants wi l l  be maintained. I wi l l  ask 
parents '  pennission for their son to part icipate in the study, and I w i l l  have no access to 
any infonnation about the student other than that he voluntari ly provides me. I w i l l  not 
know the students '  names. 
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I have obtained and completed the fOnTIS that are required by the school divis ion, a 
copy of which is enclosed as wel l  as the ini t ial three chapters of the prospectus .  I w i l l  be 
happy to share my findings with you when the research i s  complete. I f  you need any 
further infomlation other than what has been provided do not hesi tate to contact me at 
school ( or ) .  Unt i l  that t ime, I remain 
Respectfu l ly  yours, 
Harvey S. H icks, I I I  
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Appcndix B 
Letter to Parcnts 
Dcar Parcnt : 
I am a graduate student at V i rg i n i a  Commonwea l th  U n i versity who would l i ke for you to 
g i H' perm i s s i o n  ti)r your son to part i c i pate 111 my research study.  Your son was nomi nated by his 
pri n c i p a l  and counselor tl)r part i c i pat ion i n  th is  study provided you g ive  your approva l .  
A s  a b b c k  m a l e  w h o  h a s  worked for many years W i t h  boys your son ' s  age,  I am aware that 
many young bbck boys who do well  in  school during their  early years l ose I Ilterest and fa l l  
behind academ i c a l l y  b y  the t ime they reach middle  schoo l .  I th ink i t  I S  i m portant  t o  learn what 
he lps  some black male students avoid school fa i l ure . The resu l ts  from t h i S  study w i l l  he lp  me 
learn about those fac tors.  Your son ' s  part i c i pat ion wi l l  be very valuable .  
I wil l  ha\'e no access to i n format ion about  your son other than what you agree to share or he 
voluntar i l y  pro\' ldes  me dur ing the I n terv i e w .  I w i l l  not know h i s  name.  However,  i n  order to 
provide enough i n fonnation for a good study,  I am req uest l llg that I be g i ven standardi zed test  
score s ,  IQ,  grades and demograph ic data about your son . P l ease be reminded that I w i l l  not  know 
h i S  iden t i ty . The pernl iss ion  form below wi l l  be kept by your son ' s  counsel or, and your son w i l l  
b e  ident i fied t o  m e  b y  a number.  There fore, whatever i s  confiden t i a l  w i l l  rem a i n  confident i a l  
because I w i l l  not  be a b l e  to connect i t  wi th  anyon e ' s  ident i ty .  Only  t h e  school o ffi C i a l s  w i l l  
know t h e  i dent i ty of  student part ic ipants.  
( f you grant penni ssion for your son to part i c i pate i n  the study,  he w i l l  be I Ilterviewed by 
me at an arranged t ime that does not interfere with his academ i c  work . The I Iltervi e w  w i l l  d iscuss  
h i s  fee l ings,  opin ions ,  and perceptions about doing wel l  in school and wil l  las t  approx imate ly  2 5  
to 45 minutes.  Thi s  interview w i l l  be taped, a n d  ( w i l l  take notes .  H i s  interview responses w i l l  b e  
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grouped with other student responses to investi gate some common factors. After the research i s  
completed. a l l  tapes w i l l  be destroyed . Every precaution t o  protect your son a n d  h is  respon ses 
w i l l  be taken . If you prefer that your son not take part in this study, he will fol low his usual 
school routine with no variations. 
P lease be assured that your approval or denial  of your son ' s  part ic ipation will  in no way 
impact upon h is  standing with the schoo l .  I also invite you to part ic ipate in  this study by agreeing 
to be interviewed by me.  Precautions will  be taken to ful ly  protect your privacy as wel l .  If you 
have any questions or concerns, please contact the school principal and/or your son ' s  counselor. 
Respectfu l l y  yours, 
Harvey S. Hicks, I I I  
I understand that t h i s  dec i sion i s  voluntary and that this dec is ion w i l l  have n o  effect o n  my son ' s  
grades o r  standing i n  the schoo l .  I (do_, d o  not--'! give m y  permi ssion t o  the school t o  a l low my 
son ______ to partic ipate in Mr. Hicks '  Study. Also I (do_, do not� agree to be 
interviewed by Mr.  Hicks at a mutual ly  convenient t ime.  
Parent ' s  s ignature' ______________________ Date _
__ 
_ 
Thank you for your help. Please return this form to your son ' s  counselor. 
Appendix C 
Parent Consent Form 
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The purpose of this research is to learn how middle school students feel about school 
and the factors that affect their academic performance. 
This interview wi l l  take no more than 45 minutes. The interviewer wi l l  make notes 
as you talk. Your answers wi l l  be confidentia l .  No one else wi l l  know what you said or be 
able  to ident ify you. Your participation in this study i s  voluntary and you do not have to 
answer a question if you prefer not to. 
There are no risks to you from participating in this study. There also i s  no direct 
benefit to you for partic ipation. The information you give may help students like your son 
succeed in  school .  
I have read the  information above and agree to  participate in the  study. 
Signature Date 
After you sign, hand this form to your counselor. 
Student # 
Appendix D 
Student Nomination Fonn 
Age : ____ _ 
Grade :  
_
__ _ 










Academic perfonnance:  (check one ) H igh _ Low 
Standardized Tests :  (give national percenti le) Reading 
_
__ _ 
Math Science ____ English _
__ _ 
At-Risk Characteri stics of this Student (check al l  that apply) :  
_ I .  E l igible for free and reduced lunch 
2 .  S ingle parent household 
3. Low socio-economic status 
4 .  Retained once 
5. Retained at least twice 
6. Poor attendance 
7. Behavior problems 
8 .  Health problems 
9 .  Trouble with the law 
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Comments o n  any o f  the above: 
Why do you bel ieve that this student is a good candidate to part icipate in this study ? 
Note: This FOnll Is Modeled After The FOnll Used In The 1 993 McMi l lan & Reed Study 
Appendix E 
Student Interview Fonnat 
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Part I :  Estab l i sh an open, comfortable atmosphere and relationship with the student by 
tell ing the student about the study and asking simple questions. 
Hel lo ,  I am Harvey Hicks and I am conducting a study to find out how you feel 
about school and some other things. I am interested in you and your opinions. There 
are no right or wrong answers, only your true responses. Everything you tell me 
remains with me, I will not tel l  anyone about your answers to my questions. Do you 
have any questions before we begin? 
Tel l  me about yourself: 
I ) . How do you spend your spare time and what do you l ike about the things you do? 
2) .  Do you expect to graduate from high school?  
3 ) .  What do you think you wi l l  do when you leave school and is  an  education 
necessary to do it? 
P art 2: I want you to think about school and your success as a learner. 
Tell me what i t  i s  l ike going to school here. 
4) .  I s  i t  important to you to do well in  school ,  or does i t  not make much d ifference to 
you? Why? 
5 ) .  I f  you decided to make better grades, would you be able to do that? 
6). Who in  the school has been particularly helpfu l  to you? 
7 ) .  In  what ways have they been helpful? 
8 ) .  Why do you think some students (boys) do not do wel l  i n  school?  
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9) .  Think of a teacher you l ike; te l l  me what you l ike about that teacher. Does this 
teacher requ ire you to tum your work in  on t ime and to do good work? 
Part 3 :  I now want t o  ask about your fami ly  and neighborhood .  I w i l l  not ask real 
personal questions; I j ust want to get an understanding about school and home. 
Tell me about your fami ly .  
1 0) .  With whom do you l ive? How many brothers and/or s i sters do you have? Do 
they l ive with you? 
I I ) .  When you need help with schoolwork, i s  there someone in  your fami ly  you ask 
for help? Why or why not? 
1 2) .  Do your parents call or visit the school regularly to d iscuss your progress with 
your teachers? 
1 3 ) .  What are your responsibi lities at home? Is doing them helpful to you at school?  
1 4) .  Are your parents more strict or less  strict than your friends' parents? 
I S) .  Do you prefer friends who do well in  school,  or does it matter? 
1 6) .  Do you select your friends, or do they select you? 
This i s  my l ast question : 




I ) . Do you have B lack American males in your school who are successful academic  
achievers? I f  so ,  what factors and/or characteristics do you think influence them to be  
successful? 
2 ) .  What are the spec ific  values that you think these boys exhib i t  and are there any that 
you think are germane to all of your achievers? 
3 ) .  What part icular types of academic  (behavioral) habits ,  values and/or traits do you 
perceive are common to both the successful B lack male achievers and the B lack male 
non-achiever? 
4 ) .  What do you perceive is the major d i fference in  characteristics, habits and/or values 
between those boys who achieve at a high level and those who are not high 
achievers? 
5 ) .  Do you have any successfu l  achievers in your school who are also d iscipl ine 
problems? 
6) .  What do you think are the factors in  the home that influence B lack male students to 
excel academically? In the school ?  In the community? 
7). Describe the influence, if any, of B lack male achievers upon other males who do not 
achieve? 
8). What do you see in your population of Black males that i s  a strong influence upon 




I ) . What do you do in your c lassroom that helps Black male students to be successful? 
2 ) . Do you bel ieve al l  of  your Black male students have the capabi l i ty to achieve? I f so, 
what have you ascertained in your experiences as a teacher that make you think so? 
I f not, why not? 
3 ) .  What part icular kinds of academic (behavioral ) habits ,  values and/or traits do you 
perceive as common to both the successful Black male achievers and the B lack male 
non-achievers? 
4). What do you perceive i s  the major di fference in characteri stics, habits and/or values 
between those boys who achieve at a high level and those who are not h igh 
achievers? 
5 ) .  Do you have any successfu l  B lack males in your classroom who are also discipl ine 
problems? 
6) .  What do you think are the factors in  the home that influence B lack males to achieve 
academical ly? [n  the school? [n the community? 
7). Describe the influence, i f any, of  B lack male achievers upon Black male non­
achievers within your c lassroom? 
8). What do you see in  your population of Black males that i s  a strong influence upon 
them to be academic  achievers? To be non-achievers? 

